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Client Awards

1.

2.

BEACH CALLING: A DEVOTIONAL
JOURNAL FOR THE MIDDLE YEARS
AND BEYOND by Missy Buchannan
(Upper Room Books) was selected
as the Silver Award winner in the
Journal/Planner/Calendar category.

HEART AND HOME, DESIGN BASICS
FOR YOUR LIVING SPACE by
Victoria Duerstock (Abingdon
Press) won a Silver Award in the
Gift and Specialty category.

1.

FIGHTING FOR YOUR MARRIAGE WHILE SEPARATED by
Linda Rooks (New Growth) - Non-Fiction Book of the Year

2.

I CALL YOU MINE: EMBRACING GOD’S GIFT OF ADOPTION
by Kim de Blecourt (Iron Stream/New Hope) won the
Bible Study Book of the Year award.

3.

SEEK: 28 DAYS OF EXTRAORDINARY PRAYER by Jennifer
Kennedy Dean (Iron Stream/New Hope) won Book of the
Year!

4.

BEACH-CALLING, A DEVOTIONAL JOURNAL FOR THE
MIDDLE YEARS AND BEYOND by Missy Buchannan (Upper
Room) won The Journal/Planner/Calendar award

5.

Author Jennifer Slattery (Iron Stream/New Hope) won
the Arise Daily Writer of the Year award.

Christian Living
1. UNHITCHING FROM THE CRAZY TRAIN,
FINDING REST IN A WORLD YOU CAN’T
CONTROL, Julie Sparkman and Jennifer
Phillips (Iron Stream/New Hope) WINNER!
2.

HOLY IN THE MOMENT by Ginger
Harrington (Abingdon)

General Non-Fiction—ANCHORED: LEADING
THROUGH STORMS, Cynthia Cavanaugh (Iron
Stream/New Hope) - WINNER!
Bible Study—I CALL YOU MINE: EMBRACING
GOD’S GIFT OF ADOPTION, Kim de Blecourt
(Iron Stream/New Hope)
Children’s—THE SILENT NOISY NIGHT, Jill
Roman Lord (B&H) - WINNER!

1.

THE STORM-TOSSED FAMILY: HOW THE
CROSS RESHAPES THE HOME, Russell
Moore (B&H)

2.

ALONGSIDE: LOVING TEENAGERS WITH
THE GOSPEL, Drew Hill, New Growth
Press

See the full list of client nominees at www.rigginsrights.com
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WHAT EVERY CHRISTIAN NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT JUDAISM: EXPLORING
THE EVER-CONNECTED WORLD OF CHRISTIANS AND JEWS

ACADEMIC

Explore the wisdom and traditions of the Jewish faith and examine what they mean for Christians.
When Christians learn about Jewish tradition and history, they see the Bible and the life of Jesus with a new and enriched
perspective. Knowing more about Judaism brings them closer to Jesus because Jesus lived and died as a Jew and consistently
quoted the Jewish scripture and stories.

In this book Evan Moffic, popular rabbi, author, and guide to Jewish wisdom for people of all faiths, continues the What Every Christian Needs to Know
About series with an exploration of the wisdom and traditions of Judaism. Rabbi Moffic provides answers to hundreds of questions he receives about
Judaism to provide a deeper understanding of the roots shared by Christians and Jews.
Through this book’s explorations, readers will learn insights of the great Jewish sages to live a richer and more meaningful life, soak up the wisdom and
traditions of Judaism, and a develop closer relationship with God.

Rabbi Evan Moffic is a guide to Jewish wisdom for people of all faiths. A graduate of Stanford University, he is the spiritual leader of Congregation Solel
on the North Shore of Chicago. He has been featured in the Chicago Tribune, The Washington Post, The Forward, and Christianity Today, and appears
regularly as a religious commentator on Fox News and CNN. He is an active blogger/vlogger who has contributed to
sites such as Beliefnet. com, Hu ngtonpost.com, and MichaelHyatt.com. Through his speaking events, he brings new
Publisher: ABINGDON
understanding of the Jewish heritage to churches of varied denominations and beliefs. Moffic is the author of several
books including What Every Christian Needs to Know About the Jewishness of Jesus, What Every Christian Needs to
Page Count:
Pub Date:
Know About Passover, First the Jews, and Shalom for the Heart. You can learn more and see dozens of videos
224
02/20
unpacking biblical texts and Jewish insight at www.rabbi.me.

HOLY IMAGINATION: A LITERARY AND THEOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION TO
THE WHOLE BIBLE

ACADEMIC

Holy Imagination can serve as the primary text for an introductory course on the whole Bible. For instructors who prefer an
historical-critical structure, this book could be an appreciated supplementary text that gives new Bible readers the larger
picture of the wider biblical literature.

Most literary works have one primary voice, a discourse that expresses an author’s dominant culture and ideology. The whole Bible, however, should
be read by allowing numerous voices or discourses during a thousand years of literary imagination to emerge and interact. This dialogic reading
process introduces theological insights that are larger than the individual parts of the Bible.
Many books about the Bible introduce students to this sacred literature through a critical tour of the historical events and cultures that were present
when the authors were at work. Holy Imagination, however, groups sections of the Bible by genre, to include the whole canon. This “reader’s
introduction” is informed by literary theory and theological synthesis. For example, the first section will describe the primordial history in Genesis 1-11
as literary myth. How do we use the term myth when it is applied to the beginning of Genesis? The next section, the ancestral narratives in Genesis 12–
50 is described as “formational narratives of identity.” How do the stories use sibling rivalry to shape national identity then and now?
Each section in the introduction will identify and describe the genre (myth, historiography, poetry, apocalyptic literature, and so on) and then move
into a discussion about its literary characteristics. Once the range of materials within a genre is evaluated, the introduction will deploy literary tools
useful in reading a particular genre. The application of these tools will be guided by a set of “literary rules.”
1. Reading is always an act of interpretation.
2. The Bible is a theological text.
3. The Bible is a literary text in that it is written and uses literary devices.
4. Scripture comes to us in a variety of forms/genres and knowing the genre helps the reader in the task of reading.
5. Scripture comes from multiple sources, representing a variety of perspectives over time.
6. These different sources form a dialogue from which greater meaning can be achieved.
7. This dialogue is ongoing and never-ending (always making new meanings).
Publisher: ABINGDON

Judy L. Fentress-Williams is a professor of Old Testament at Virginia Theological Seminary in Alexandria, Virginia. She
received her MDiv and her PhD in Hebrew Bible from Yale University. She served as Old Testament Editor for the CEB Page Count:
220
Women's Bible. Judy serves as minister at Alfred Street Baptist Church in Alexandria, VA.
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SPIRITUAL WARFARE IN THE STORYLINE OF SCRIPTURE

ACADEMIC

In Spiritual Warfare in the Storyline of Scripture, authors Bill Cook and Chuck Lawless provide a comprehensive study of a topic
that is of key importance in the life of every believer.

Surveying and analyzing incidents of spiritual warfare from Genesis through Revelation, the authors create a biblical framework for understanding the
reality of Satan’s on-going assault on humankind.
Building on that framework, Spiritual Warfare in the Storyline of Scripture also offers practical insights into some of Satan’s most common attacks on
believers, and strategies for how we might stand against his onslaught.
Readers of this book will gain a more complete understanding of what the Bible teaches about spiritual warfare in order to live in victory, confident
that Satan is an enemy who has already been defeated.

William F. Cook, III is professor of New Testament interpretation at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and lead pastor of Ninth and O Baptist
Church in Louisville, KY.
Chuck Lawless is professor of evangelism and missions, dean of doctoral studies, and vice president for spiritual
formation and ministry centers at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary. He also serves as team leader for
theological education strategists for the International Mission Board.

RECOVERED: HOW AN ACCIDENT, ALCOHOL, & ADDICTION LED ME TO GOD

Publisher: BHPG
Page Count:
368

Pub Date:
11/19

AUTO-BIOGRAPHY/BIOGRAPHY

Robby Gallaty is most known for being the Senior Pastor of Long Hollow Baptist Church, founder of the discipleship ministry
Replicate, a nationally sought-after speaker and the author of seven books. However, author and pastor Robby Gallaty is not
who you think he is.
In Recovered, Robby Gallaty tells the story of how God radically saved him from his addictions and called him into a life of
discipleship.

Robby grew up in a very religious Catholic family who attended church every Sunday and confession on Saturday if needed. You can imagine how
devastated they were when Robby stole $15,000 from them to fuel his drug addiction. Two years earlier, he was rear-ended on his way home from
work by an 18-wheeler. Two herniated discs in his neck and back forced him to rely on pharmaceutical drugs to cope with the pain. Within three
months, he transitioned to street drugs, heroine, and cocaine, after blowing through his thirty-day prescription in two weeks. Robbing his parents was
the only option to prolong his drug habit.
Shortly thereafter, Robby hit rock bottom. But God wasn’t done with him. After a trip to rehab followed by a relapse and a second rehab visit, Robby
surrendered his life to Christ, and nothing has ever been the same.
This story—a story of salvation and new life— is for any reader who:

•
•
•
•
•

Wonders if God is done with them
Has messed up time and time again
Is battling drug or alcohol addiction or other destructive behaviors
Has a loved one in the throes of addiction
Needs to be reminded of the miraculous salvation found in the gospel

For more information, visit recoveredbook.org
Robby Gallaty is the senior pastor of Long Hollow Baptist Church in Hendersonville, Tennessee. He was radically
saved out of a life of drug addiction on November 12, 2002. In 2008, he began Replicate Ministries to equip and train Publisher: BHPG
men and women to be disciples who make disciples. He is also the author of Growing Up (2013), Firmly Planted
Pub Date:
(2015), Rediscovering Discipleship (2015), MARCS of a Disciple (2016), The Forgotten Jesus (2017), Preaching for the Page Count:
208
10/19
Rest of Us (2018), and Here and Now (2019).
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WESLEY ONE VOLUME COMMENTARY

BIBLE REFERENCE

This one volume commentary on the entire Bible was written by more than 40 scholars from the broad range of Wesleyan
denominations, including The United Methodist Church, The Church of the Nazarene, The Church of God (Anderson), The
Church of God (Cleveland), The Wesleyan Church, The Free Methodist Church, and The Salvation Army.

It is the only specifically Wesleyan Bible commentary available and assists pastors in sermon preparation, small group leaders in lesson preparation,
and laypeople in Bible study. Joel B. Green, Professor of New Testament Interpretation at Fuller Seminary, called this commentary, “The Wesley Study
Bible +++.” The commentary form will allow for a much greater exploration of Wesleyan themes and theology than a Study Bible ever could.
Fully explores the Wesleyan interpretation of Scripture, but does not include the actual scriptures.

Kenneth J. Collins is Professor of Historical Theology and Wesley Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore Kentucky, and an elder in the
Kentucky Conference of The United Methodist Church. He also teaches at the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary in Estonia, and is a member of the
Wesleyan Theological Society, Wesley Historical Society, and Society for the Study of Christian Spirituality. He is the author of A Real Christian: The Life
of John Wesley, The Scripture Way of Salvation: The Heart of John Wesley's Theology, co-editor of Conversion in the Wesleyan Tradition, and John
Wesley: A Theological Journey.
Robert W. Wall is the Paul T. Walls Professor of Scripture and Wesleyan Studies at Seattle Pacific University in
Seattle, Washington.

ROSE BIBLE OVERVIEW (COMPACT EDITION)

Publisher: ABINGDON
Page Count:
1200

Pub Date:
11/19

BIBLE REFERENCE

Packed with short summaries, quick-reference charts & diagrams, full-color maps, and illustrations, Rose's Bible Overview is
the perfect solution to cover over 2,000 years of Bible history, people, and events at a glance!

The Bible is made up of 66 books, written over 1600 years, by about 40 writers. And Bible
Overview will give you a grasp of each book quickly in this full-color handbook. It includes a
fantastic 2-to-6 page overview of each book of the Bible, and includes:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Purpose - Author - Date written
Key themes - Key verses
Over 150 photos, maps and time lines
Summary of the key teachings
Outline of the stories in the book
What it tells us about Jesus
What we can learn from it today

Enjoy having one book that includes not only quick overviews—but also hundreds of fascinating facts, such as:
•
•
•

The name Genesis comes from the Greek word gignesthai, which means "to be born."
The Cyrus Cylinder found in ancient Babylon dates back to around 539 B.C. and confirms the accuracy of the events in the books of Ezra
and Nehemiah.
Roman Emperor Nero was so cruel that his contemporaries called him the "beast." Tradition says that both Peter and Paul were martyred
under the persecution of him.
Publisher: ROSE

This resource is perfect for personal study, church libraries, discipleship classes, and group Bible studies.
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Page Count:
268

Pub Date:
02/20

ROSE PAMPHLET: WORLD CHRISTIANITY, QUICK FACTS FOR MISSIONMINDED CHRISTIANS

BIBLE REFERENCE

Which countries have not heard about Jesus? Where do most Christians live? How has missions work impacted children s
access to education?
Get answers to these questions and more with World Christianity:
Quick Facts for Mission-Minded Christians.

Whether you are considering a missions project, want to know where best to give your
resources, or simply want a prayer guide for Christians around the world, this quick-reference
pamphlet shows up-to-date information in a concise, easy-to-use format.
This pamphlet combines data from the World Christian Database (from the Center for the
Study of Global Christianity at Gordon-Conwell Seminary) with Rose Publishing’s trademark
visual style to show you key information at a glance. It's packed with maps, charts, and
infographics on current global data, such as:
• Religion
• Facts & statistics including: development, average Christian income, education &
literacy, internet use, healthcare (infant mortality, life expectancy, etc.), Access to safe water, and more
• Bible translation
• Christian income and assets distribution
Includes Fascinating Facts Such As:
✓ South Korea sends the second-largest number of missionaries worldwide (the United States sends the most).
✓ Asia is the historical homeland of many of the world's religions including Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism, and Sikhism, and, as a result, is
the most religiously diverse continent in the world.
✓ Papua New Guinea grew from 4% Christian at the beginning of the twentieth century to 95% Christian today.
Publisher: ROSE
✓ Latin American countries with the most Christians are Brazil (187 million), Mexico (120 million), and Colombia
Page Count:
Pub Date:
(46 million).
Pamphlet with 10/19
✓ Although Africa is the continent with the most Christians in the world, only 56% of people have access to the
14 Panels
full Bible in their own language.

ROSE CHRONOLOGICAL GUIDE TO THE BIBLE

BIBLE REFERENCE

Did you know that the Bible has more than 1,100 chapters and 30,000 verses? It can be easy to get lost in all the people,
places, and stories of the Bible. The Rose Chronology Guide to the Bible is designed to help you see how all the pieces of the
Bible fit together—and see God’s big story from creation to the end times.

Look at the Bible in a fresh new way by viewing Bible events in the order they happened. See all sixty-six books of the Bible, from Genesis to Revelation,
arranged chronologically. You’ll learn how the stories of key Bible characters—like Abraham, David, Ruth, and Paul—fit into the larger story of God’s
unfolding plan of salvation through his Son Jesus Christ.
This one-of-a-kind resource is packed with full-color charts, maps, and illustrations to help you explore bible history. It includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Three 24-inch chronology foldouts showing the Bible at aa glance, the life of Jesus, and the kings and prophets of the Old Testament.
Chronology charts on popular Bible topics such as the Genesis flood, the temple in Jerusalem, the ark of the covenant, and more.
A harmony of the four Gospels—Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John—side by side.
Maps showing the journeys of the patriarchs, the exodus route, where Jesus walked, Paul’s missionary trips, and more.
Quick summaries of all sixty-six books of the Bible and when they happened.

This resource is an excellent way to enhance your Sunday school, homeschool, and small group or individual Bible
studies.
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Publisher: ROSE
Page Count:
170

Pub Date:
10/19

THE GRACE OF LES MISÉRABLES

BIBLE STUDY

This Lent ponder the themes of justice, poverty, freedom, and love.
The hit Broadway Musical, Les Misérables, based on Victor Hugo’s 1862 novel, is one of the longest running musicals in the
world. This profound story of Jean Valjean’s quest for redemption and a changed life has inspired audiences to ponder themes
of justice, poverty, freedom, and love.

In keeping with his previous works, Matt Rawle brings us to the intersection of Church and Pop Culture by drawing parallels between the popular story
and the life of Jesus, another revolutionary who shared a Gospel of justice for those on the margins of life, and in turn, a sacrificial life with the least of
us all.
Sessions include:
• Grace—Jean Valjean
• Poverty—Fantine
• Revolution—Les Amis (The Friends)
• Sacrifice—Eponine
• Justice—Javert
• Hope—Conclusion
Additional components for a six-week Lenten study include a DVD featuring Matt Rawle, a comprehensive leader guide, a youth resource, and Worship
Resources Flash Drive.
Matt Rawle is Lead Pastor at Asbury United Methodist Church in Bossier City, Louisiana. Matt is an international
speaker who loves to tell an old story in a new way, especially at the intersection of pop culture and the church. He Publisher: ABINGDON
is the author of a new series of books titled The Pop in Culture Series. The series includes The Faith of a Mockingbird,
Pub Date:
Hollywood Jesus, The Salvation of Doctor Who, The Redemption of Scrooge, What Makes a Hero?, and The Gift of the Page Count:
144
12/19
Nutcracker.

FOLLOWING GOD: LOVING ONE ANOTHER: COMMUNITY GOD WANTS US
TO BE

BIBLE STUDY

Over the course of this Bible study we will look at every “One Another” command in the Bible, and hopefully move closer to
being the community God desires and Christ is praying for us to be.

Cover in development

The Bible makes it clear that our faith is not an individual sport. In our modern age of isolation, the timeless message of Scripture calls us back to being
the “body of Christ” - an interconnected amalgamation of diverse individuals living in community with each other.
There are 59 “one another” statements in the New Testament that are direct commands. Together, they define God’s desire for His people - how He
wants us to interact in relationship with each other. The centerpiece of these “one another” exhortations is the repeated call to “love one another.” In
fact, one could say that it is not possible to rightly live out the other “one anothers” without loving one another first.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Lesson 1: Community Matters
Lesson 2: Loving One Another
Lesson 3: Ministering to One Another
Lesson 4: Praying for One Another
Lesson 5: Forgiving One Another
Lesson 6: Encouraging One Another

Eddie Rasnake graduated with honors from East TN State University. He and his wife, Michele, served 7 years with Cru at UVA, James Madison, and as
campus director at the University of Tennessee. Eddie left Cru to join Wayne Barber at Woodland Park Baptist
Publisher: AMG
Church where he sill serves as Senior Associate Pastor. He has authored dozens of books, including many of AMG’s
Following God Bible studies, and has published materials in 8 foreign countries. Eddie and his wife Michele live in
Page Count:
Pub Date:
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
03/20
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ROSE VISUAL BIBLE STUDIES: THE TWELVE DISCIPLES

BIBLE STUDY

Another title in the best-selling ROSE VISUAL BIBLE STUDIES.
This informative introduction to the twelve disciples shows how Jesus called the Twelve individually—and uniquely—for
intimacy with him and ministry for him; all their mishaps and failures and Jesus’ grace for them; how these men’s lives were
radically changed via Christ’s life, death, and resurrection; and the global effect of these lives lived for Christ.

This study also reviews the “Method of the Master” for discipleship, along with these disciples:
• Peter and Andrew—The leader and the Connector
• James and John—The Sons of Thunder
• Matthew and Thomas—The tax Collector and the Twin
• Philip and Nathanael– Men of Few Words
• James, Thaddaeus, Simon & Judas—The Final Four
5 Key Features of Rose Visual Bible Studies:
1. Packed with Visuals & Graphics. Unlike other studies, Rose's full-color Visual Bible Study contains full-color illustrations, maps, charts, time lines, and
gives you all the key themes and important information at a glance!
2. Clear and Easy to Understand. It's never been easier to dig deeper and get a solid overview on the topic with simple summaries and easy-to-read
outlines.
3. Practical Life Applications. Start this life-changing Bible study today and discover practical takeaways and next-steps you can glean from God's Word.
4. Flexible & Easy-to-Use Format. Whether you want a a 30-, 60-, or 90-minute study (3 plans included), this book is designed to help you dive into
Scripture and retain information. The format of the Rose Visual Bible Study Series helps you focus on key takeaways, applications, and important
lessons.
5. Anyone Can Lead This. Each Bible study contains a leader guide to help anyone guide their small group or church
Publisher: ROSE
through discussions and important lessons. No additional purchase necessary! Packed with the Do's and Don'ts of
Page Count:
Pub Date:
leadership, group guidelines, 3 Bible study plans for flexibility, and more, this simple leader guide will get you and
your group up and running in no time!
12
10/19

HEBREW-GREEK KEY WORD STUDY BIBLE KJV

BIBLES

There are times when a Greek or Hebrew word has a distinct meaning that seriously affects the proper interpretation of
Scripture. Unless you are familiar with these languages, you will not be able to determine what word in the original text was
used or the differences between these words-until now.
The previous editions Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible have been licensed into Spanish, Portuguese and German. Let's get
this valuable resource in your language!

The Hebrew-Greek Key Word® Study Bible…

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifies the key words of the original languages and presents clear, precise explanations of their meaning and usage
Key Words in the Biblical Text Coded to Strong's Numbers
New Word Studies with AMG's Annotated Strong's Dictionaries
Dictionary Entry for Every Word of the Bible Text
Introductions for every Bible book
Helpful footnotes and cross-references

Those who love God's Word will treasure this Bible, for it contains a whole library of biblical helps within its covers. License these valuable
supplements to place with your preferred scripture text...English editions available include the supplements linked to CSB, ESV, KJV, NASB, NKJV, and
NIV .
Spiros Zodhiates, Ph.D. was a recognized authority on the Greek New Testament, and had edited and edition of the Modern Greek New Testament.
Dr. Zodhiates was formerly the president of AMG International (Advancing the Ministries of the Gospel) a worldwide evangelistic and relief ministry.
He had authored more than 150 exegetical books and booklets in both the Greek and English languages. He was the
Publisher: AMG
main editor for the Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible, which has sold over 1.8 million copies since 1984. Dr.
Zodhiates passed away in October 2009.
Page Count:
Pub Date:
2,314
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THE TONY EVANS STUDY BIBLE

BIBLES

The Tony Evans Study Bible includes extensive study notes and other ancillary
resources carefully crafted and curated by Dr. Tony Evans as General Editor and
adapted from his sermons, teachings, and writings.

Learn more about this Bible, along with the Tony Evans Bible Commentary, at
https://tonyevans.org/the-tony-evans-study-bible/
Commentary Interior

These features are strategically placed alongside the biblical text to explain God’s Word in a fresh way.
Applying these truths will empower readers to have transformed lives that then transfer the values of the
kingdom of God to others.
Features include:
✓ Elegant design
✓ Study notes crafted from Tony Evans sermons and writings
✓ 40 inspirational articles
✓ 50 “Lessons on Kingdom Living”
✓ A plethora of “Questions & Answers”
✓ Numerous “Hope Words”
✓ Over 150 videos of sermons, devotionals, and teaching from Dr. Evans
✓ Page-edge cross-reference system
✓ Presentation page and introductory front matter
✓ Special back matter section with key definitions
✓ Theological and doctrinal charts
✓ Other study helps, concordance, Bible reading plan, full-color maps, and more.

Study Bible Interior

Dr. Tony Evans is one of the country’s most respected leaders in evangelical circles. As a pastor, teacher, author, and Publisher: BHPG
speaker, he serves the body of Christ through his unique ability to communicate complex theological truths through
Page Count:
Pub Date:
simple yet profound illustrations. While addressing the practical issues of today, Dr. Evans is known as a relevant
2000
10/19
expositor. New and veteran pastors alike regard him as a pastor of pastors and a father in the faith.

REJOICE! ADVENT MEDITATIONS WITH ST. JOSEPH

CATHOLIC

Do you want to experience real transformation this Advent? What if you were to approach this Christmas not as though you’re
busily preparing for one day, but happily anticipating the arrival of a person?

This is a new prayer resource, that follows the format tens of thousands enjoyed with Rejoice! Advent Meditations with Mary. This year, walk with St.
Joseph, learning what it means to trust and follow God in all things.
Father Mark Toups guides you on a rich, sensory journey through Advent that is both practical and encouraging. This year, once again experience
deep spiritual formation and growth, finding yourself changed from the beginning of Advent to Christmas Day.
In this beautiful resource, you will:
✓ Discover new depths and insights into Advent scriptures that you have heard for years
✓ Walk with Joseph as he journeys from Nazareth to Bethlehem, preparing to welcome Jesus to the world
✓ Engage in daily reflection, scripture and prayer to enliven your Advent journey
✓ Find a simple path to peace and joy during this busy and often hectic season

Fr. Mark Toups is a priest for the Diocese of Houma-Thibodaux, where he serves as Vicar General and Coordinator of Strategic Planning and is Pastor of
Christ the Redeemer Catholic Church in Thibodaux. Fr. Toups is also a faculty member of the Institute for Priestly Formation, where he has served as a
professor of Spiritual Theology, spiritual director, and program coordinator for the Spiritual Exercises, 30-day retreat.
He is the author of Oremus: A Catholic Guide to Prayer and Rejoice: Advent Meditations with Mary.
Publisher: ASCENSION
Page Count:
102
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PRAY, DECIDE, AND DON’T WORRY: FIVE STEPS TO DISCERNING GOD’S
WILL

CATHOLIC

Find God’s Peace in Your Decisions!
The book takes Catholics through a five-step discernment process, incorporating insights from the Bible and from the Saints.
This book encourages the reader to know that discernment is both a prayerful and active process, to believe that God is with
them, and not to worry!
This title just released and already a #1 Best-Seller on Amazon.com for Roman Catholicism.
Pray, Decide, and Don’t Worry is a book that will help readers experience the peace of knowing that they have richly and effectively discerned a given decision
Written in a clear and conversational tone, this book examines some of the pitfalls that we sometimes face in making decisions and helps the reader
overcome the roadblocks and move forward with peace and confidence.
Includes:
•
A five-step plan for making any major life decision
•
Reflection questions in each chapter to help readers process what they have read
•
Insight and testimonies from a married couple as well as a member of the clergy
•
Insight from the saints, including St. Ignatius’ Rules for Discernment
•
Quotes from the Bible to ponder

Bobby Angel is a campus minister and theology teacher at an all-boys’ Catholic high school. Jackie Francois Angel travels full-time as a worship leader and
speaker. Married in 2013, they have three beautiful children who won’t let them sleep. Jackie & Bobby also have a video ministry through the Ascension
Presents channel on YouTube and Connect with Jackie and Bobby at jackieandbobby.com.
Fr. Mike Schmitz serves as director of youth and young adult ministry for the Diocese of Duluth and as chaplain for the
Newman Catholic Campus Ministry at the University of Minnesota-Duluth He is a presenter in Chosen, Altaration, and on
Ascension Presents and has authored several books.

THE WELL-VERSED CATHOLIC: AUTHORITY, BELIEF AND
PRACTICES

Publisher: ASCENSION
Page Count:
116

Pub Date:
09/19

CATHOLIC

The Well-Versed Catholic set of pamphlets helps Catholics quickly find biblical justification for Catholic
teachings.
The Well-Versed Catholic has been granted an imprimatur!
Each of these resources is a mini-concordance Bible verse finder with over 1,200 easy-to-access
verses. There are subtopics and references for each topic that further expound on the teachings. This
innovative resource is most useful when used with the Bible and the Catechism of the Catholic
Church.
The set includes three separate fold out pamphlets that cover six different topics:
Pamphlet 1: Authority / Beliefs and Practices
Pamphlet 2: Sacraments / Morality
Pamphlet 3: Salvation / Afterlife
These sturdy fold-out pamphlets fit right inside most Bibles.

Jim Burnham is a founder of San Juan Catholic Seminars, guest speaker for Catholic Answers, and
coauthor of Beginning Apologetics and Christian Fatherhood.
Brian Butler is the executive director of Dumb Ox Ministries, founder of ECHO Theology of the Body
Camps, and co-author of study programs including Theology of the Body for Teens: Middle School and
YOU: Life, Love, and Theology of the Body.
Publisher: ASCENSION

Matthew Pinto, founder and president of Ascension, has authored or co-authored more than a dozen
Catholic resources, including Did Adam and Eve Have Belly Buttons: And 199 other Questions from
Catholic Teenagers, and A Guide to the Passion: 100 Questions about the Passion of the Christ.
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PLATINUM FAITH: LIVE BRILLIANT, BE RESILIENT AND KNOW YOUR WORTH

CHRISTIAN LIFE

Understand your worth and learn to recognize the blessings God has for you!
Do you every feel less than–less important or less valuable than others on social media, at work, or even in your own friend
circles? Would you like to know with confident assurance just how precious, loved, and valuable you are to God and believe
that God has a purpose-filled plan for your life?
Includes a foreword from best-selling author Victoria Osteen!

In Platinum Faith, best-selling authors and inspirational speakers examine twelve unique properties of the precious metal platinum–including valuable,
rare, unreactive, and highly useful–to show us how to embrace our true worth and cultivate a deeper faith in God. Combining honest and relatable
stories with inspirational insights, they unpack each of these properties and the spiritual and practical applications for your life, helping you to:
•
•
•
•

Realize your importance to God (Valuable)
Believe God, trust His plan, and walk in faith (Rare)
Choose not to react to negativity but only to the life-giving Word of God (Unreactive)
Know that you are important and useful to the Kingdom (Useful)

Get ready to cultivate platinum faith and walk in confidence that your life is valuable and counts for God’s kingdom!
Michelle Medlock Adams is an award-winning journalist and best-selling author of more than 80 books (with close to four million books sold). Her
prolific writing includes devotionals, children’s books, and spiritual/motivational books for the Christ-centered woman. When not working on her own
assignments, Michelle ghostwrites articles, blog posts, and books for celebrities, politicians, and some of today’s most effective and popular ministers.
Michelle is also a much sought-after teacher at writer’s conferences and universities, as well as an inspirational speaker at women’s conferences,
churches, sports camps, and non-profit events nationwide.
Bethany Jett attended her first writer’s conference with a proposal and a prayer and left with the Writer of the Year award, an agency contract, and
interest from multiple publishers. Three months later, she sold her debut book The Cinderella Rule: a Young Woman’s Guide to Happily Ever After
(Revell), which became a Selah Awards finalist. An entrepreneur at heart, Bethany co-owns Serious Writer, Inc., and is the Vice President of Platinum
Literary Services where she specializes in marketing, nonfiction proposal creation, ghostwriting, and developmental editing. She is also an Assistant
Acquisitions Editor for Little Lamb Books, LLC, a faith-based children’s publishing house.
This dynamic duo’s passion for helping women, equipping other writers, and encouraging everyone they encounter
have led them to collaborate on many projects, including their first book together, They Call Me Mom. They are
business partners and owners of Platinum Literary Services, a premier literary firm, and are popular teachers on the
writer’s conference circuit and much sought-after speakers at women’s events and retreats. To learn more about
them, visit their individual websites at www.michellemedlockadams.com and www.bethanyjett.com, as well as
PlatLit.

THE WALK: FIVE ESSENTIAL PRACTICES OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE

Publisher: ABINGDON
Page Count:
256

Pub Date:
10/19

CHRISTIAN LIFE

How do we walk with Christ—daily follow him, grow in him, and faithfully serve him? In the Gospels, Jesus modeled for us the
Christian spiritual life. The apostles taught it in their writings. And the Church has, through the last 2,000 years, sought to
pursue this Christian spiritual life.
In The Walk, Adam Hamilton focuses on five essential spiritual practices that are rooted in Jesus’ own walk with God and
taught throughout the New Testament. Each of these practices is intended as part of our daily walk with Christ while also being
an essential part of growing together in the church.
In each chapter, Hamilton explores one of these practices, its New Testament foundation, and what it looks like to pursue this practice daily in our
personal life and together in the life of the church. Deepen your walk with Christ as we explore the five essential practices of worship, study, serving,
giving, and bearing witness to our faith.
Additional components for a six-week adult study include a comprehensive Leader Guide and a DVD featuring the engaging teachings of author and
pastor Adam Hamilton. Also available are resources for children and youth.
Adam Hamilton is senior pastor of The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection in Leawood, Kansas, one of the fastest growing, most highly
visible churches in the country. The Church Report named Hamilton's congregation the most influential mainline
church in America, and he preached at the National Prayer Service as part of the presidential inauguration festivities Publisher: ABINGDON
in 2013. Hamilton is the best-selling and award-winning author of Creed, Half Truths, The Call, The Journey, The
Pub Date:
Way, 24 Hours That Changed the World, John, Revival, Not a Silent Night, Enough, When Christians Get It Wrong, and Page Count:
176
12/19
Seeing Gray in a World of Black and White, all published by Abingdon Press. Learn more about Adam Hamilton at
AdamHamilton.com.
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(in)COURAGE: FOR ALL WHO WANDER: WHY KNOWING GOD IS BETTER
THAN KNOWING IT ALL

CHRISTIAN LIFE

Many women deal with doubt, but don't know what to do with it.
“Lord, I believe. Help my unbelief!” (Mark 9:24)
Robin Dance's circumstances might not have been as dramatic as the father begging Jesus for a miracle, but she felt just as
desperate in her faith. Feeling lost in a spiritual season of wandering, this was the most honest prayer she could offer. Can you
relate to struggling in your faith but longing to believe?
Perhaps life isn’t turning out like you thought it would. Heartbreak and challenges stir doubt. Sunday school answers fall short. God seems distant.
Inviting you to find hope and healing in your own story within the pages of hers, in For All Who Wander, Robin Dance will help you:
• Abandon the guilt and shame attached to your questions or doubts
• Broaden your understanding of God’s grace and faithfulness
• Release hostage-holding lies to enable you to embrace your identity, hope, and value in Christ
• Reframe your view of difficulties and disappointments as you understand their redemptive and transformative value
• Trust that God is working in your wandering to restore and strengthen your faith
As you walk through Robin’s story with her, you’ll find out for yourself that sometimes wandering is the path that leads you back to God.
Robin Dance is a writer, speaker, and contributor to the (in)courage community and The Art of Simple. She’s traveled to India as a blogger and child
sponsorship advocate for Compassion International, and her writing has been featured in ten book compilations as well as HomeLife and Mature Living
magazines. She and her husband, Tad, are enjoying newfound freedom as empty nesters, but they keep their fingers crossed and the back door open
for their three adult children. Learn more online at robindance.me.
(in)COURAGE welcomes you to a place of faith, connection, and friendship, where you will always find yourself among friends. Founded in 2009 by
DaySpring, the Christian products subsidiary of Hallmark Cards, Inc., (in)courage is a vibrant community that reaches
thousands of women every day, welcoming them just the way they are, offering a space to breathe, loving support,
Publisher: BHPG
and resources for meaningful connection. In partnership with writers from the community, the (in)courage library
Page Count:
Pub Date:
includes the devotionals Craving Connection and A Moment to Breathe, books Never Unfriended and Just Open The
240
01/20
Door, and Bible studies.

A HOLY PURSUIT: HOW THE GOSPEL FREES US TO FOLLOW AND LAY DOWN
OUR DREAMS

CHRISTIAN LIFE

“Chase your dreams and follow your heart, no matter the cost” is the call of the world today. The opposite extreme, often
advised by the church, is to lay down all of our dreams and passions, avoiding all self-interest. This book helps you look upward
and see your faith as the foundation of your dreams.

One narrative says to follow a passion, and the other says to lay it down. Both offer happiness and purpose on the other side. But what does the Bible
say about dreams, goals, and passions?
With compelling illustrations from Dianne Jago’s unexpected journey in creating Deeply Rooted Magazine, along with thoughtful scriptural examples,
Dianne shares an honest account of how God changed her plans and aligned them with His.
As you read this book, you will be challenged to look upward instead of inward, seeing the God-given purpose of every Christian as the foundation of
your “dreams.” Scripture shapes a believer’s pursuits and the gospel speaks to our passions. Instead of the one-size-fits- all formula for dream-chasing,
A Holy Pursuit will help you identify whether it’s time to pursue, pause, or surrender a dream you hold.

Dianne Jago is the founder and chief editor of Deeply Rooted Magazine, where she works with her team to encourage, inspire, and equip women to be
deeply rooted in Christ alone. She is a military wife and homeschooling mother of three from central Pennsylvania.
Publisher: BHPG
Page Count:
240
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IGNITE: CARRYING THE FLAME FROM THE UPPER ROOM TO THE NATIONS

CHRISTIAN LIFE

The remaining unreached people on earth will not be reached by a lukewarm church – it will take a prayer-filled and Christfilled church.
“My partnership with Fred Hartley and the College of Prayer is currently bringing revival within the small indigenous church in
Southeast Asia. The upper room prayer encounter is not a couch of comfort but a powerful launching pad, taking the power of
the Gospel and the transforming power of the Holy Spirit to every nook and corner of the world. The material in this book has
transformed my perspective on prayer; I’m confident that it will change yours as well.”
—Samuel Stephens, President, India Gospel League, India

We are faced today with hundreds of choices from the miniscule to the massive but perhaps none are so important as the choice to IGNITE and move
from lukewarm to on-fire. Fred Hartley believes the answer lies in the Upper Room, where Jesus sent His Holy Spirit to His church as preparation to go
to all the nations. Ignite is brimming with kingdom-building prayer principles that have stood the test of time. Explore the five Upper Room miracles
that are the marks of every healthy church, and learn field-tested strategies to mobilize missional prayer in your church, your family, and your own life.
This is an important book for anyone who desires to revolutionize their private and corporate prayer life, as well as leaders who want to see their
church on fire in prayer for world evangelism.
✓ Brimming with kingdom-building prayer principles that have stood the test of time
✓ Focuses on field-tested strategies to mobilize missional prayer in church
✓ Includes group guide specifically designed for group study

Fred A. Hartley, III is a Lead Pastor in Atlanta, Georgia, and President of the College of Prayer International. He has written twenty books including
Prayer on Fire and God on Fire. Leading people to an encounter with the manifest presence of Christ is his life’s passion. He also enjoys running, golf,
and playing with his grandchildren.
Publisher: CLC
Page Count:
144

LIFE IN THE SPIRIT: PRINCIPLES OF SPIRITUAL WARFARE FROM THE BOOK
OF EPHESIANS

Pub Date:
05/19

CHRISTIAN LIFE

To quote the author, Mrs. Penn-Lewis, “Christians do not understand ‘spiritual conflict’ in the Lord’s service, because they do
not know how to live in the Spirit.”
In this book, author Jessie Penn-Lewis seeks to give readers a better understanding of how to live in the Spirit, and what that
means, to obtain victory in life, as well as exposing some of the methods of the enemy.

In this classic re-release, author Jessie Penn-Lewis seeks to give readers a better understanding of how to live in the Spirit, and what that means, to
obtain victory in life, as well as exposing some of the methods of the enemy.
Chapters include: "Overcoming the Accuser" and "Believe Not Every Spirit."

Mrs. Jesse Penn-Lewis was a Welsh evangelical speaker and author whose ministry took her to Russia, Scandinavia, Canada, the U.S. and India.
Physically frail but spiritually robust, she had a dynamic message which stressed the centrality of the cross of Christ in the life and experience of the
Christian. Her own spiritual journey was influenced by the works of Andrew Murray, and she frequently quoted him in her own writings. Penn-Lewis
was present during the Welsh Revival of 1904–1905, and later in her ministry she spoke on the platform of the Keswick Convention. Her writings
include more than twenty books which have blessed readers for decades.

Publisher: CLC
Page Count:
112
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JOYOUS FAITH: THE KEY TO AGING WITH RESILIENCE

CHRISTIAN LIFE

Beloved author Michele Howe's newest resource for Christian women offers practical advice and spiritual encouragement to
Christian women who are passing through the middle of life.

During the midlife season, women may find themselves feeling unmoored or untethered; and often unsure of what this season of life (and the next)
will be like for them. How does one maintain a passion for life? How can you adventurously navigate the unique challenges that only middle-aged
women face?
Joyous Faith is all about learning to navigate this uncertain season between midlife and old age with a robust faith, a sure hope, and a passion for life
(even as bodies weaken and emotional, mental, and spiritual challenges continue to arise).
Thirty chapters written in true "Michele" style contain encouraging Bible passages and relatable real-life accounts, as well as practical guidance, sample
prayers, a "take-away action thought," and suggestions for stepping out in faith.

Michele Howe is the author of over twenty books and has published over three thousand articles and reviews on parenting, women's issues, and the
empty nest. She has been on Focus on the Family and is featured on CareLeader.org regularly (DivorceCare/GriefShare/Single Parenting resource
group). Michele Howe is a reviewer for Publishers Weekly, FaithfulReader.com, Christian Market, TeenReads.com, KidReads.com, among many others
national and international publications. She has published over 3000 reviews/articles and has been featured on numerous radio shows across the
country speaking on topics such as parenting and a diverse range of women’s health issues. She has published 23
books, including Strength for All Seasons, Empty Nest, What's Next?, Navigating the Friendship Maze, and Living
Publisher: HENDRICKSON
Bravely: Super Incredible Faith Devotional for Kids 6-9. Visit her blog at https://michelehowe.wordpress.com/
Page Count:
160

PURSUING PRAYER: BEING EFFECTIVE IN A BUSY WORLD

Pub Date:
12/19

CHRISTIAN LIFE

“I know prayer is important, but I just don’t have time!” Have you ever uttered those words? Or maybe you have felt guilty
because you started praying but fell asleep or rushed through your prayer time?
This is not a how-to book or a collection of prayers to recite. PURSUING PRAYER is your invitation to chase the kingdom of God
here on earth as you understand more deeply the need for daily prayer in your life and what happens when you don’t pray.

Pursuing Prayer offers practical tips, but more importantly it offers the motivation and direction you need to incorporate prayer in your busy life.
Written by a certified biblical life coach, author Penny Cooke uses the familiar Lord’s Prayer passage to coach you in six key areas as you follow the
simple acrostic:
Proactively Pursue Prayer
Remember His Righteous Deeds
Acknowledge Sin and Forgive Others
Yield to His Will
Enjoy His Daily Bread
Rest in Him
Keeping your busy schedule in mind, each week has four concise lessons with practical tips on how to incorporate that aspect of prayer into your
prayer time. Each day’s lesson is intended to spark self-discovery, motivate you to prayer, and open the door for a closeness with God so that you are
drawn back to Him more and more.

Penny Cooke is a Certified Biblical Life Coach, writer, and avid pray-er. She has been a leader in women’s ministry for
more than thirty years and has taught numerous Bible studies. Whether coaching, teaching, or writing, Penny seeks Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
to encourage and equip believers with the Word of God and see them empowered by His Spirit for this battle we call HOPE
life.
Page Count:
Pub Date:
176
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I AM A FIELD: BECOMING A PLACE WHERE GOD GROWS GREAT THINGS

CHRISTIAN LIFE

God wants to grow great things in the lives of His people. Because we don’t always understand who we are and who He is, I Am
a Field shows us not only who we are but also who God is and how to recognize His work in our lives.

I Am a Field uses the powerful metaphor of God as the farmer and our lives as the field to illustrate the way God is shaping us for His purposes.
Interweaving Scripture with engaging stories, as well as some humor, catch a fresh glimpse of God in your life. Move from religious activity to a
renewed desire to live the best life you were created to live.
Just like a field, though, the harvest may include more than your life as your excitement for more of God impacts the world around you.
Editor's comment: "He writes in order to make you think, but not in an intimidating way. His writing style is similar to John Eldredge."

Jeff Davenport has spent his life helping others understand who they are, who God is, and what God is doing inside them. As a mentor, college pastor,
preacher, screenwriter, speaker coach, husband, and father, he wants people to know what Jesus’ love is like and how they can live better lives. He
lives in Colorado with his wife and young daughters.

Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
HOPE
Page Count:
256

FREEFALL: HOLDING ONTO FAITH WHEN THE UNTHINKABLE STRIKES

Pub Date:
11/19

CHRISTIAN LIFE

“He died at the scene.”
“It’s malignant.”
“I want a divorce.”
We all know life can change in an instant. But what happens when that life is ours?

Certain words, whether whispered or shouted, once uttered, transform into a knife that severs us from the life we once knew. Such words can send us
into a spiritual free fall. We find ourselves descending into a world we never wanted to enter.
Words meant to comfort, on the other hand, may feel empty, while hope seems out of our reach. FreeFall reminds us the God we serve gave us the
tools for our survival, even in our darkest hour. It equips us to hold onto our faith by laying out a clear course of action to regain purpose and meaning
within a life we can’t imagine living.
The author writes with aucenticity from her own tragic experiences of losing her 13-year-old son in a car accident and her husband's dbilitating illness.

Rhonda Robinson is a mother of nine who carefully built her life nurturing her family, gardens, and writing parenting columns. Rhonda saw her world
shatter with the words, “Dan died at the scene.” Through life-altering events, disabling illnesses, and devastating loss, Rhonda learned to break down
and rebuild her life. She became a witness to the undeniable, unseen hand of God.

Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
HOPE
Page Count:
224
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LAST WORDS: SEVEN SAYINGS FROM THE HEART OF CHRIST ON THE CROSS

CHRISTIAN LIFE

Jesus’s words in Scripture capture who he was and what he was about. His last words on the cross, over two thousand years
ago, offer gospel hope for our spiritual journeys today.
In this powerful, moving book, author Rob Nash explores a fresh perspective on a familiar event, guiding readers into the
forgiveness, hope, comfort, and compassion of Christ’s words in his final moments on earth.

While pivoting history, Jesus graciously offers encouragement for Christians today and hope for seekers looking for significance in his death. In this
glimpse into the heart of Jesus, Nash helps men and women find historical truths about Jesus’s love for the church in his death and resurrection.
Last Words includes a discussion guide for small groups and a devotional prayer at the end of each chapter to help readers relate to God. For easy
reference, there is a Scripture index in the back of the book.
Come and ponder the wisdom of Christ and see for yourself a new view of the cross.

Rob Nash graduated from from Wheaton College in 2000, Rob Nash went on to receive a master of divinity from
Bethel Seminary. He currently serves as a pastor at Sawyer Highlands Church in Southwest Michigan. He is married
with six kids and enjoys teaching, reading, running, and travel with his family.

SAFE AND SOUND: STANDING FIRM IN SPIRITUAL BATTLES

Publisher: NEW GROWTH
Page Count:
96

Pub Date:
01/20

CHRISTIAN LIFE

Best-selling author David Powlison, guides readers to see the normality of their struggles with themselves, the world around
them, and the powers of darkness.
By carefully unpacking Ephesians 6 with vivid case studies and biblical wisdom, Powlison helps readers humanize those
struggles and bear the relevance of the love of God in Christ for those struggles.

In this helpful guide, Powlison addresses many questions with gospel answers regarding the reality of spiritual warfare, including “What is spiritual
warfare?” and “How does Ephesians disciple us in spiritual warfare?”
Safe and Sound presents Ephesians as a book about our conflict with darkness—within ourselves, with other people, and with the
spiritual forces of evil. By carefully unpacking Ephesians 6 with vivid case studies and biblical wisdom, Powlison helps readers humanize those
struggles and bear the relevance of the love of God in Christ for those struggles. He demonstrates how the message of Christ’s triumph over all that is
evil, dark, and deadly rings true, and how spiritual warfare is our participation in the Lord’s cosmic war with darkness.
To stand up against evil, Powlison encourages readers to pray pointedly and listen to Scripture intently, standing with other brothers and sisters in
Christ and relying on the strength God himself gives.
Part 1: What Is Spiritual Warfare?
Chapter 1 – The Reality of Spiritual Warfare
Chapter 2 – How Paul Envisions Spiritual Warfare
Chapter 3 – God’s Weapons and God’s Call

Part 2: Counseling in the Reality of Spiritual Warfare
Chapter 4 – Strength and Guidance for Personal Ministry
Chapter 5 – Fighting the Normal Battles: Anger, Fear, Escapism
Chapter 6 – The Battle with the Shadow of Death
Chapter 7 – In Conflict with the Occult
Chapter 8 – The Battle with Animism
Chapter 9 – Spiritual Warfare Focuses on the Person
Chapter 10 – The Last Battle

Appendix:
Jesus’s Mode of Ministry and Ours

David Powlison, MDiv, PhD, served as CCEF’s executive director, as a faculty member, and as senior editor of the
Journal of Biblical Counseling. David was in counseling for over thirty years and has written numerous articles on
biblical counseling and on the relationship between faith and psychology. His books include Speaking Truth in Love;
Seeing with New Eyes; Power Encounters: Reclaiming Spiritual Warfare; The Biblical Counseling Movement: History
and Context; Good and Angry: Redeeming Anger, Irritation, Complaining, and Bitterness; Making All Things New:
Restoring Joy to the Sexually Broken; and God’s Grace in Your Suffering. Dr. Powlison passed away in June 2019.
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FOR THE JOY, 21 MISSIONARY MOTHER STORIES OF REAL LIFE AND FAITH

CHRISTIAN LIFE

Every child is different, but mothers are very much the same around the world—the same worries and fears, guilt and joys.
Dive in to For the Joy and laugh and cry with 21 Australian missionary mothers as they share stories of raising kids in both
remote far-flung places and some of the most populated cities in the world.

These inspiring stories will resonate in the heart of the reader as fear, faith, and figuring it out come together in page-turning reality.
Stories include:
• Includes the story of Graham Staines, which inspired the film THE LEAST OF THESE
• home-schooling while living in a bus
• navigating the toddler years as a “third culture mum”
• raising a child with special needs
• recovering from anxiety on the field
• giving birth in a foreign hospital
• the grief of losing your family to persecution ... and more!
Honestly written, raw in emotion, sad and joyful in equal measure, this collection of stories offers insight into the complexities of parenting children
while serving God no matter where you call home.
Miriam Chan is a returned missionary mother and remains passionate about missions and being a mother to her two elementary-aged children. Since
returning to Sydney, Australia, she has worked with a mission agency in preparing others to serve cross-culturally. She enjoys wearing multiple hats
during the week as a university counsellor, ministry wife, cavoodle-lover, and Sunday School teacher.
Publisher: WILLIAM CAREY

Sophia Russell has been helping other people tell their stories, both personally and professionally, for most of her
Page Count:
adult life. Living in Sydney with her husband and two children, she works as a freelance content writer and journalist. 192
She loves books, good coffee, great conversations, and serving with her local church.

THE ONLY ONE: LIVING FULLY IN, BY, AND FOR GOD

Pub Date:
10/19

CHRISTIAN LIFE

THE MOVEMENT STARTS WITH YOU…
Do you doubt you can actually make a difference in the world? Do you struggle with knowing how to express your faith in the
daily routines of life?
The Only One: Living Fully In, By, and For God shares simple approaches to grow as a follower of Jesus. Dive into the concepts
and tools to find the connection between “being” and “doing” with God.

"In today's me-centered and ego-driven culture, we desperately need this message. Written by my close friend Curtis Sergeant, The Only One
brilliantly explains the purpose and power of God-centered thinking and the path to living a God-centered life. Read this book slowly and
prayerfully...This book is transformational."
—Rick Warren, Author of The Purpose-Driven Life and Founding Pastor of Saddleback Church
Designed to be read, processed, shared, and used to equip others, The Only One is a tool to not only grow as a disciple, but also to make and multiply
disciples. This is about living into a greater impact on the world and the purpose for which God designed you. It’s time to experience life with Him,
and others, as a joyful and exciting adventure—read this book and get started!
Dr. Curtis Sergeant served with the International Mission Board (IMB) as a pioneer church-planting missionary among an unreached people group in
China. Later Curtis transitioned to a ministry of training others to do the same sort of ministry. In that role, he intensively trained hundreds of people
from a wide range of nations, denominations, and agencies, who have collectively catalyzed movements that have planted millions of house
churches. A few years later, Curtis began to interface with the major house-church networks of China as a trainer and consultant. Later, he served as
the IMB's vice president for global strategy, where he oversaw the research department while continuing to fulfill a training role as well. From there,
Curtis went to Saddleback Church as the director of church planting. While at Saddleback, he helped to develop an
online training system for missions and led some extremely large-scale church-planting projects, especially in India.
Publisher: WILLIAM CAREY
During that period, he was also instrumental in initiating church-planting ministry among nearly a hundred previously
Page Count:
Pub Date:
unengaged people groups. Curtis then served as international vice president of e3 Partners for three years. Curtis
11/19
currently operates MetaCamp, a disciple-making and missions training center located in Dadeville, Alabama. He also 216
works in leadership with Zúme and 24:14.
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CARING: SIX STEPS FOR EFFECTIVE PASTORAL CONVERSATIONS

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

This book is designed to help ministers and pastoral care givers solve one of their most significant problems. They are called
upon to “fix” all manner of human problems, and this expectation often leaves them feeling overwhelmed, highly stressed, or
woefully unprepared.
Help is available! Author Denise Massey will teach readers how to coach people to access their own spiritual and personal
resources, invoking both God’s help and the person’s own deep inner wisdom.

The six steps of the CARING process can transform ministry conversations from floundering and uncertain to powerful and effective. These steps of
facilitating powerful problem-solving conversation are ones that the minister and the person receiving care take together. The acronym CARING will
help the minister remember both the steps and the ultimate purpose of the conversation.
C:
A:
R:
I:
N
G

Connect to God, self, and others.
Attend to the person’s journey and assess the type of help that is needed.
Reach agreement about the focus and goal for this conversation.
Invite help from God, the person’s higher self, and other people.
Notice, release, and navigate around resistance or obstacles.
Generate a loving, specific action plan to reach the goal.

Denise Massey is the Associate Professor of Pastoral Care and Counseling at McAfee School of Theology of Mercer University. She received an MDiv in
Pastoral Care, a ThM in Pastoral Care and a PhD in Psychology of Religion and Pastoral Care from The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville Kentucky. Prior to coming to McAfee, Dr. Massey was the Director of Pastoral Care and Clinical Pastoral Education at Kindred Hospital in
Louisville where she led the hospital to be accredited as a teaching site with the Association of Clinical Pastoral Education. At McAfee, Dr. Massey
advises students who are interested in chaplaincy and pastoral counseling, in addition to teaching courses in Spiritual
Publisher: ABINGDON
Care, Emotional Intelligence for Ministry & Leadership, Dreams as a Resource for Spiritual Care, Spiritual Care with
Addicted Persons, Spiritual Care through Coaching, and Spiritual Formation. Massey is a Certified Supervisor with
Page Count:
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the Association of Clinical Pastoral Education. She is also a Life Coach, a member of the International Coaching
11/19
Federation, and a member of the Society for Pastoral Theology and Spiritual Directors International.

BEYOND THE TYRANNY OF THE TEXT: PREACHING IN FRONT OF THE BIBLE
TO CREATE A NEW WORLD

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

A new, transformative approach to corrective, creative, and prophetic preaching.
Beyond the Tyranny of the Text develops a five-part method for preaching that stretches from preparation to proclamation,
and demonstrates how this method for interpretational creativity emerges from fidelity to the text. Harris demonstrates his
method with sermonic exegesis of the Book of Jonah. With this new process of reading, rereading, un-reading, writing, and unwriting the text, the author offers wisdom and tools for reflection and illumination.

At its core, this book challenges the field of homiletics and all preachers to un-write like Jesus Christ: to get in front of the text, to understand preparation
and preaching as a creative and transformative enterprise.
Preachers and students of preaching need help communicating hope! They want their sermons to communicate the promises of scripture, so that people
can envision a new world in which their lives will be transformed. Preachers want to experience a new sense of freedom in their preaching, and to extend
liberation based on their reading and interpretation of the scripture.
James Henry Harris introduces interpretation theory and continental philosophy as a resource for preachers to resist and overcome interpretive oppression,
and lays out a new theory of scriptural interpretation. He analyzes philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s hermeneutics as a helpful guide for modern preachers, and
incorporates in his analysis of the lived experience of the Black church. Harris highlights the preaching of several 19th and 20th century Black women,
including Jarena Lee, Maria Stewart, and Mary Evans.

James Henry Harris is the Distinguished Professor and Chair of Homiletics and Practical Theology and Research Scholar in Religion at the School of Theology,
Virginia Union University and pastor of Second Baptist Church (West End), both in Richmond, VA. He has a passion for teaching, preaching, and helping the
poor and the oppressed. He earned the Master of Arts in philosophical theology from the University of Virginia, the Master of Arts in English and AfricanAmerican Literature from Virginia Commonwealth University, and the Master of Arts in philosophy from Old Dominion University where he also received
the Ph.D. in Urban-Studies. He earned the Doctor of Ministry degree in Preaching and African-American Church Studies
Publisher: ABINGDON
from United Theological Seminary in Dayton, OH as a Samuel DeWitt Proctor/Charles Booth Fellow. He has been a
visiting professor of Homiletics at Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, NJ, Luther Seminary in St. Paul, MN, and
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FLOW: THE ANCIENT WAY TO DO CONTEMPORARY WORSHIP

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Many think contemporary worship is contrary to traditional/ancient methods. This is a practical, how-to book to implement
passionate worship in a biblical manner and way that honors traditions.

Is there a way to do the prescribed or suggested orders of worship from denominational worship resources—such as the United Methodist Book of
Worship, Evangelical Lutheran Book of Worship, the Book of Common Worship of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), or the Book of Common Prayer—in
a way that feels legitimately and authentically contemporary?
This practical, how-to book will help churches plan and implement passionate and invigorating worship. Step by step, Flow will break down the process
of re-thinking what the official or recommended order of worship is truly suggesting, so pastors and worship leaders can plan and lead a service of
Word and Table that feels genuinely relevant and attuned to the congregation’s culture.
With this goal, Flow casts a new, but classic, understanding of traditional worship as well as spurs a reconsideration of how contemporary worship can
be done by honoring the traditions of denominational congregations.

Lester Ruth is the Research Professor of Christian Worship at Duke Divinity School. Ruth holds degrees from Notre Dame, Candler School of Theology
of Emory University, and Asbury Theological Seminary. He was a student of James F. White - the former University of Notre Dame Professor of
Theology (Liturgical Studies). He co-authored Lovin’ On Jesus: A Concise History of Contemporary Worship with Dr. Swee Hong Lim.
Publisher: ABINGDON
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FROM & BEFORE GOD: A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO EXPOSITORY
PREACHING

Pub Date:
03/20

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Imagine this scene. You are standing in the pulpit of your church preaching on a Sunday morning. Without your knowledge, the
Lord Jesus himself is sitting in the last row, listening attentively to what you’re saying. How would this reality impact your
preaching?

Foreword by Mark Dever

The truth is that this is no mere illustration: the Lord is present in His churches every Sunday, listening to the preaching of His Word.
The apostle Paul wrote in 2 Corinthians 2:17 that ministers are to preach “as from God and before God.” Those who preach God’s Word are
commissioned by God to preach, and they do their preaching before God, for an audience of one.
This, according to Sugel Michelén, is the biblical foundation for expository preaching—preaching that draws out what is in the Word of God. In this
work, Michelén, regarded as one of the best preachers in the Spanish-speaking church, makes a biblical case for expository preaching and models for
readers how to prepare and preach as from and before God.
This title was originally published in Spanish by B&H Espanol. It is the recipient of two SEPA awards and now available in English. Translation rights for
other languages are available.

Sugel Michelén (MTS) is senior pastor of Iglesia Biblica del Señor Jesucristo in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, and a council member of The
Gospel Coalition. He is regarded as one of the best preachers in Latin America, and has authored several books. Sugel and his wife, Gloria, have three
children.
Publisher: BHPG
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INTENTIONAL PREACHING, A FEW FROM THE PEW

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Intentional Preaching is the handy guide that every preacher needs!
In preparing and delivering their sermons, preachers make dozens of decisions, some intentionally, many perhaps less so. Why
not make thoughtful decisions for everything that goes into preaching a good sermon?

From first words to hand gestures, choosing a text, masterful use of exegesis, captivating illustrations, titles, approaches to reading Scripture, use of
voice, PowerPoint, applications that stick, and scores of other aspects of sermon preparation and delivery, this book explores the panoply of elements
in good preaching.
Targeted at preachers, the book consists of 117 squiblets ranging from a sentence to three or four pages, each on a particular aspect of preaching.
Some are quite short, offering practical wisdom, some provide specific advice and tools, and some contain vignettes from the field. In this delightful
and sage book, there is something for every preacher to improve his or her preaching.
Key points and features:

✓
✓
✓

Explores the panoply of elements in good preaching, from hand gestures, to use of voice, to captivating illustrations
Easily readable (and incredibly humorous) short chapters for busy pastors
A handy guidebook in a small trim size, packed with snippets of sage advice

Meirwyn Walters is a graduate of Harvard University with a BA in American History. He studied law and theology at
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, then earned his JD at Boston College Law School. Partner at WaltersLacey
LLP, he is an Adjunct Professor of Law at Gordon College in Wenham, MA. He is a ruling elder at the First
Presbyterian Church North Shore (PCA). His passion is coaching pastors.

THE GREATEST MISSIONARY GENERATION: INSPIRING STORIES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

Publisher: HENDRICKSON
Page Count:
212

Pub Date:
03/20

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Larry Sharp establishes the characteristics, challenges, successes, and uniqueness of an incredible generation of missionaries. It
is of no small significance that the missionaries of the second half of the twentieth century prepared the way for God s people
of the twenty-first century.
We need to inspire a new generation of missionaries through these stories.

Post-World War II purveyors of the gospel had incredible opportunities and open doors, and they used them for the glory of God.
Through the retelling of personal stories of the missionaries in New Guinea, Brazil, Mexico, and more, lesser known details of missionary activity in the
1950s and 1960s are revealed, including the courage, personal calling, sacrifice, and excellence of these brave Christians.
Their incredible journeys prove that their legacy is worth celebrating and remembering. It is of utmost importance for future generations to
understand and appreciate the previous generation s struggles and triumphs. The Greatest Missionary Generation will mobilize hearts to love and
serve the Lord.
Includes photos.

Larry W. Sharp is a missionary executive, educator, and business as mission consultant. He has lived cross-culturally for twenty-one years and traveled
extensively in his role as a consultant. He has served as a VP at Crossworld and as presidnet of a Brazilian mission. He is founder of the consulting
group, IBEC Ventures. He has degrees in Bible, education and business, with a PhD in Educational Administration from the University of Calgary. He
teaches as an adjunct professor at Multnomah University in Portland and speaks in churches and college conferences.
Publisher: HENDRICKSON
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ENGAGE: TOOLS FOR CONTEMPORARY EVANGELISM

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

It’s time to engage in evangelism.
The emerging generation in today’s culture believes evangelism is wrong according to recent studies. Yet Scripture is clear:
“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations” (Matthew 28:19 ESV). So how do we lead people to Jesus in a church with
members who think evangelism is wrong? And how do we connect people with Jesus in an ever- changing culture? How do
we share Jesus in a multicultural world?

Engage is a thorough guide to the daily ministry of sharing Christ with those in the world around you.
This compilation handbook contains more than 30 chapters and covers effective evangelism to the elderly, children, and families while encouraging the
church to become multicultural. Research and recommendations cover evangelism in various settings such as Sunday School, missions, and social
justice situations to name a few.
Become equipped to remind fellow believers of the New Testament context of evangelism, how morality can be engaged in evangelistic efforts, and
lead others to understand the importance of prayer. This handbook covers these topics and so much more. Specifically, Engage offers you access to the
research and tools you need to be equipped as you understand the:

•
•
•
•
•

Theology behind evangelism
Context of evangelism
Role of the pastor and individual as evangelist
Effective ways to reach children, the elderly, families and those marginalized by the church
Elements of effective public invitations

If leading people to Jesus is your heart’s desire, Engage is the resource you need. Be the leader and instrument God uses to change the world.
New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary Staff | Wm. Craig Price, General Editor—The mission of New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary is to
equip leaders to fulfill the Great Commission and the Great Commandments through the local church and its
ministries.Since 1917, New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary (NOBTS) has equipped leaders to answer God’s call. Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
NOBTS offers an academic environment that utilizes innovative delivery systems, preparing students for ministry.
HOPE
Whether God is calling someone as a pastor, missionary, counselor, youth minister, educator, worship leader,
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apologist, or something else entirely, NOBTS has a ministry training option available. Most of all, this community will
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equip believers to follow God wherever He leads.

PROMISES IN THE DARK: WALKING WITH THOSE IN NEED WITHOUT
LOSING HEART

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Promises in the Dark by Dr. Eric McLaughlin strengthens the hearts of readers to persevere in God’s calling to walk with those
in need.
As a missionary doctor in Africa, McLaughlin knows how walking closely with those who suffer and bearing others’ burdens can
easily lead to burnout or cynicism—unless we find the path to perseverance that the Lord provides.

This resource explores how to find both calling and hope, living in the tension between a difficult present and God’s promises of renewal, how to cope
with despair and futility, the importance of the suffering God for those who suffer, and how the manifestations of God bring life into a dying world.
McLaughlin explores how to endure in such a yet-to-be-redeemed world as ours, which is full of tragedy and heartache, pointing to God’s promises.

Eric McLaughlin, MD, is a medical missionary with Serge in Burundi. He and his wife, Rachel, live at Kibuye Hope Hospital, where they care for patients
while training national doctors as professors for Hope Africa University, a Christian Burundian University. They have the distinction of having three
children born on three continents.
Publisher: NEW GROWTH
Page Count:
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EXTRAORDINARY MINISTRY IN ORDINARY TIME: AN INVITATION TO
RENEWAL FOR PASTORS

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Spiritual practices for sustaining a thriving pastoral ministry.
What energizes someone for the long haul of pastoral ministry? Holy days like Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost are the
exception. Ordinary Time, the longest season of the Christian year, is where pastors spend most of their ministry.

James Harnish invites pastors and other ministers to see Ordinary Time as a metaphor for the ordinary days of ministry. “Whether we thrive or merely
survive depends on what we do with the ordinary days,” he writes.
Harnish encourages ministers to develop spiritual disciplines and personal relationships to nourish their souls for long-term ministry. He highlights the
importance of reflection on scripture, spiritual reading, journaling, prayer, and spiritual conversation with trusted friends.
This 6-week study focuses on themes Harnish found crucial in over four decades of ministry: power, people, places, proclamation, perseverance, and
promise. Daily readings help readers develop their own customized practices of spiritual formation to sustain and strengthen their life and ministry.

James A. Harnish is a retired United Methodist pastor, writer, and teacher. He served in pastoral ministry for 43 years in Florida, including 22 years as
senior pastor of Hyde Park United Methodist Church in Tampa. Harnish was founding pastor of St. Luke’s UMC in Orlando. He and his wife, Martha, live
in Longwood, Florida.

Publisher: UPPER ROOM
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MERCY FOR TODAY: A DAILY PRAYER FROM PSALM 51

Pub Date:
02/20

DEVOTIONAL

You cannot make it without God’s mercy.
Do we just need God’s grace in dark and shameful moments? Are prayers for mercy only for those times when we really mess
up?
Jonathan Parnell says we need God’s mercy all the time. In fact, contrary to many church cultures, Parnell shows that asking
God for mercy should be as regular as asking God for our daily bread.
There’s no doubt that David was in a terrible predicament when he first prayed the words of Psalm 51. It was a dark and shameful moment in the
Bible, one so dark and shameful it seldom feels relevant to us today.
But David’s most desperate prayer is really a prayer for all of us—and not just for our worst moments, but for our every moment. In these pages, you’ll
discover:

✓
✓
✓

How to pray a daily, memorable prayer derived from Psalm 51
How to practice daily repentance and soul care
How to pursue God and experience his joy in the Christian life

This is God’s mercy, and it’s Mercy for Today.

Jonathan Parnell is the lead pastor of Cities Church in Minneapolis-St.Paul, a church he and his team planted in 2015. He is a church-planting trainer
with the Send Network and the author of Never Settle for Normal: The Proven Path to Significance and Happiness
Publisher: BHPG
(2017). He and his wife, Melissa, live in the Twin Cities with their seven children.
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NEW EVERY MORNING: 365 DAYS OF WORSHIP

DEVOTIONAL

New Every Morning is a unique and dynamic devotional book compiled by Dr. Phil Barfoot and written by 118 premiere
worship pastors, ministers of music, and Christian university professors across America.

Each devotion presents a fresh and inspiring thought and Scripture for the day designed to refresh, renew, and recharge the spiritual life of each
reader. The book is designed for private devotionals, choirs, worship teams, and small group study. As a private devotional, the reader can use the
book as a traditional daily devotional. As a leader of a ministry group, the book can be used on Wednesdays and Sundays to offer specific insights and
wisdom into the discussion of worship and our role in worship.
Dr. Barfoot is clear. His prayer is that each day we experience God’s awesome mercy through this book and be left New Every Morning.

Dr. Phil Barfoot is an internationally known composer, author, and music ministry professional. He has written and created more than forty major
choral collections and musicals, including High Praises, which won a Dove Award for choral collection of the year. He is also the author of The Ultimate
Idea Book for Music Ministry, used by more than 7,000 churches and universities in the U. S. and Canada. Phil has created and composed some of the
best-selling choral music in Christian music. He is currently the CEO and President of Celebration Concert Tours
International, a Franklin, Tennessee based choir company. He is also the CEO and President of CCT Music, a Christian Publisher: BHPG
Music Publishing Company. He and his wife, Sheri, have three grown children, Amy, Aaron, and Adam. They reside in Page Count:
Pub Date:
Franklin, Tennessee.
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LIFE-GIVING CHOICES: 60 DAYS TO WHAT MATTERS MOST

DEVOTIONAL

There are myriad ways we can choose to spend our lives, the reality is only a few essentials truly matter. Life-Giving Choices
helps us in our quest to find that which brings life, joy, and meaning in a world of endless opportunities.
This sixty-day devotional helps women identify their personal challenges, find freedom, learn truths, and choose their daily
steps. Steps that empower us to make a choice for love, authenticity, self-care, celebration, and more.

From the author…"Someone once told me, ‘Don't settle for the good when you can choose the best’. And so began my lifelong quest for that which
brings life, joy, and meaning. And the courage to choose it. Of course, I have both stumbled and soared in the process. Discovering that while there are
myriad ways we can choose to spend our lives, only a few essentials truly matter."
Life-Giving Choices will help you:

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Be empowered to simplify and focus on the essentials.
Identify challenges you face in juggling responsibilities.
Find freedom to release the pressure of striving to do it all.
Learn scriptural truths reinforcing your identity as God’s beloved.
Begin daily steps to pursue specific action.
And more!

Will you invest the next sixty days in pursuing changes that will last? Join me in becoming that wise woman who embraces a full life with both serenity
and strength.

Lucinda Secrest McDowell is a storyteller and seasoned mentor who engages both heart and mind while “helping you choose a life of serenity and
strength.” A graduate of Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary and Furman University, McDowell has authored thirteen books, including the awardwinning Dwelling Places and Ordinary Graces. Known for conveying deep truth in practical and winsome ways,
McDowell codirects the reNEW writer’s retreat and blogs weekly at EncouragingWords.net.
Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
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DEVOTIONAL

INSANITY OF SACRIFICE: A 90–DAY DEVOTIONAL
God’s ways are unusual. They are unexpected. Many of us know that and have experienced it. We certainly have read about it in the Bible. Still, we are
often startled when we experience God’s unusual ways firsthand. The methods God uses to accomplish His purposes are often difficult for us to
understand.
Nowhere do we see that more clearly than in the role sacrifice plays in the activity of God.
In this ninety-day devotional, Nik Ripken leads readers to consider the centrality of sacrifice in God’s plan. We see this supremely in the sacrifice of
Jesus on the cross for the sins of the world. But readers will also come to see the centrality of sacrifice in their response to the Gospel.

Nik Ripkin is the world’s leading expert on the persecuted church in Muslim contexts. He is a missions veteran of
thirty years, having served primarily in North Africa and the Middle East. He is the bestselling author of The Insanity Publisher: RIPKIN (B&H)
of God and The Insanity of Obedience. He and his wife have conducted extensive research on the persecuted church, Page Count:
Pub Date:
and on Muslim background believers in approximately seventy-two countries. Learn more at https://
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www.nikripken.com/

100 DAYS OF HEALING DAILY DEVOTIONAL

DEVOTIONAL

Begin a 100-day journey toward healing with this daily devotional.
These 100 short devotional readings from Stephen Arterburn, of New Life Ministries, explore many blessings of healing in
Scripture, stories, quotes, and prayer as you journey toward healing in your own life.

Have you ever felt the ache of grief? The pang of disappointments or even the sting of betrayal? These feelings do not need to be your new normal.
When life leaves us feeling raw and wounded, it's easy to become disillusioned and disappointed, but if we stay open to God's promises, we can grow
stronger in our faith and relationship with the Lord through the trials.
Readers of this devotional will gain answers and understanding to difficult questions such as:
• Why does God not heal me or my loved one?
• How long will healing take?
• What must I do if anything to be healed?
The devotional also covers over 100 Healing Topics. We all long for healing in different ways and at different times in our lives. From disappointments
and broken trust to illnesses and our walks with the Lord, God can redeem any area of your life. This daily devotional covers healing on the following
topics:
• Relationships/Friendships
• Finances
• Physical ailments
• Spiritual struggles
• Emotional abuse
• Marriage
• Thought lives
• And more!
No matter where you want to experience God's redemption and healing hand, let the 100 Days of Healing Daily Devotional guide you on the journey.
Stephen Arterburn is the founder and chairman of New Life Ministries and host of the #1 nationally syndicated
Christian counseling talk show New Life Live! heard and watched by over 2 million people each week on nearly 200
radio stations nationwide. He is a best-selling author of books such as Every Man's Battle and Healing Is A Choice.
With over 8 million books in print he has been writing about God's transformational truth since 1984. Steve's
ministry focuses on identifying and compassionately responding to the needs of those seeking healing and
restoration through God's truth.
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A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PRACTICING SCRIPTURAL IMAGINATION

DEVOTIONAL

Enter the divine story and see the world through scripture.
What is scriptural imagination? The word imagination does not mean the Bible is fantasy or untrue. A scriptural imagination
allows us to look at the world through the stories and images of the Bible. As we view our world with scriptural imagination, we
enter a continuous process of becoming more Christlike.

Kenneth Carter focuses on four scripture passages to give readers an easy entry into the practice of scriptural imagination. It allows us to look at the
world through the stories and images of the Bible and enter the story for a different perspective.
Carter says that almost every situation and problem we face can be addressed by men and women sitting with biblical texts, listening for what God
might be saying through those passages. Equally important is taking time to listen attentively to people who are marginalized. As readers practice the
spiritual exercises in this book, they will grow as disciples of Jesus who can then transform their world.
An in-depth reflection guide.

Kenneth H. Carter Jr. is resident bishop of the Florida Conference of the United Methodist Church. Carter came to the Florida Conference in 2012 after
serving for 29 years as a local church pastor in western North Carolina. He is the author of 11 books, including “Pray for Me” (Upper Room Books, 2012)
and Embracing the Wideness: The Shared Convictions of United Methodists (Abingdon Press, 2018).

Publisher: UPPER ROOM
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STILL PRAYING AFTER ALL THESE YEARS: MEDITATIONS FOR LATER LIFE

Pub Date:
03/20

DEVOTIONAL

Reassurance of God’s presence in the later years.
People in the later years of life face many changes, many that are not of their own choosing. Still Praying After All These Years
offers 52 reassuring meditations that encourage readers to realize that their lives still have meaning and that aging holds
opportunities for spiritual growth.

Each meditation begins with a concern, question, or insight expressed in the author’s conversations with people ages 75–100. In the “perspectives”
section, the author provides psychological and theological insights, welcoming doubt, mystery, and the many emotions that accompany aging. Next,
she invites readers to practice their faith by reflecting on some aspect of their life or undertaking an action. A brief prayer ends each meditation,
opening readers to a deeper relationship with God.
This book will help older readers feel heartened and less alone as they hear about others who have walked a similar path. Readers who are caregivers
will be moved to empathize with the spiritual, emotional, and other challenges their loved one faces. For readers who minister with the elderly, this
resource will increase their capacity to extend empathy and compassion to individuals and groups of frail elderly people.
As they ponder these meditations, readers of any age will be encouraged to savor the life God has given them in a fresh, new way.

Susan Carol Scott is self-employed in private practice as a spiritual director, retreat leader, and supply preacher. She holds a Master of Divinity from
Princeton Theological Seminary. An ordained clergyperson in the United Church of Christ, Scott is authorized by her judicatory for specialized ministry
as a healthcare chaplain and spiritual director.
Publisher: UPPER ROOM
Page Count:
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A MOMENT IN TIME: WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT FOR PARENTS

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS

Finally, a 365 day devotional that was written for parents that need encouragement as they seek to raise their children to
honor and live for the Lord.
First of a three book series. Book two releases in March 2020.

Each day a passage is applied to that God honoring task of raising Godly children; with a teaching moment concluding each day. Each day is read you
will receive a word of truth that will assist in the life of your children or grandchildren. God’s Word is as alive and relevant as it was when your parents
read you these same verses. Let’s live by it.
A Moment in Time is a three book series; each book containing lessons from both Old Testament and New Testament Chapters of the Bible. Each
devotion consists of a heading that states the Chapter being talked about, a “Best Verse”, a short story, and a Teaching Moment.
Once you have completed all three books will have read a lesson on all 1,189 Chapters In The Bible!

Carl Willis graduated Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary with a Masters of Divinity with Languages in 1985 and currently serves as Children and
Family Pastor at Woodland Park Baptist Church in Chattanooga, TN. He has worked with children and youth since his call to the ministry in 1979. Carl is
married to Christine and is the proud father of two children. He is also the proud Poppy of four awesome grandchildren.
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HEART OF THE CAREGIVER STUDY SERIES: PEACEFUL CAREGIVER (BOOK #2)

Pub Date:
10/19

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS

As a primary caregiver, you face incredible stress: financial, emotional, and physical.
Yet in the midst of all that, God gently calls you to come to Him for rest and refreshment. Come, so you can feel the power of
His peace sweep over you. Come, breathe in a peace that will carry you through difficult moments. Come, so you can discover
the deep soul-satisfying purpose in your loving work.

In The Peaceful Caregiver you’ll discover peace is possible, regardless of your circumstance. You can get from stressed to blessed. Diving into Scripture
that is relevant to all caregiving situations, fellow caregiver Mary Tutterow shares personal insights and Scripture passages that will help transform your
perspective about your purpose. As you move through the emotions associated with caring for loved ones, discover how God wants to care for you. His
peace is waiting for you.
The Peaceful Caregiver is the second study in a ministry resource series dedicated to supporting caregivers by addressing issues specific to their
spiritual needs. In addition to meeting the spiritual needs of caregivers, The Heart of the Caregiver study series aims to equip local churches with
quality resources as they minister to families caring for those with chronic illness, disability, mental illness, or age-related issues.

Mary Tutterow is a former anchorwoman and marketing executive. Mary now writes, speaks and leads online and in-person small groups for
caregivers. Mary and her husband Winn have two adult children and live in Charleston, South Carolina. Their daughter, Mary Addison, has cognitive
and physical challenges and an active seizure disorder. They also cared for Winn’s mother through cancer and dementia.

Publisher: IRON STREAM/
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WITH THESE WORDS: FIVE COMMUNICATION TOOLS FOR MARRIAGE AND
LIFE

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS

Every couple knows they need to talk with each other. Every couple knows they need to pay attention to how they can
communicate better.
This practical marriage resource by pastor and author Rob Flood not only explores why couples should grow in communication,
but it addresses the “how” of communication.

With These Words offers in-depth, theologically rich tools that will also help flourish relationships outside of your marriage—your relationship with
your kids, your friendships, and your coworkers.
In this Scripture-based marriage book, you will learn that God is for you and on your side as you press toward helpful, biblical communication. In the
face of many emotions and obstacles, there is a clear purpose and a clear method for words.
But in the midst of this shift toward communication and biblical change, Flood shares how you can retain your unique personality, remaining as God
made you while honoring him with your words.
Rob Flood serves as the pastor responsible for small groups and the marriage ministry of the church. Additionally, Rob carries responsibility for
leadership training, women’s ministry, and shares in the counseling of the church. He has a bachelor’s of music in
Publisher: NEW GROWTH
vocal performance and music education with a minor in choral conducting from Rowan University. He also has
masters of art in religion from Cairn University and is a graduate of the Sovereign Grace Pastors College. Rob has an Page Count:
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interest in a wide array of music and film. He lives in West Chester with his wife, Gina, and their six children.
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THE EPIC ORDER OF THE SEVEN SERIES

FICTION

The delightful tales of Max, the Scottish Terrier, and Liz, the French Cat, and their friends continue!
Previous titles in the two series are award-winners!
 Max and Liz: The Ark, the Reed and the Fire Cloud - Winner of the 2009 Readers' Favorite Gold Award!
 Max and Liz: The Dreamer, the Schemer, and the Robe - Winner of the 2010 Readers' Favorite Gold Award!
 Epic Order of the Seven: The Prophet, the Shepherd, and the Star - Winner of the 2011 Readers' Favorite Gold Award!
 Epic Order of the Seven: The Roman, the Twelve, and the King - Winner of the 2013 Readers' Favorite Five Star and Bronze Awards for Christian
Historical Fiction!

The Epic adventure begins with the two-book prequel series: The Amazing Tales of Max & Liz, where the Maker begins building His team of animals to be His
envoys through pivotal points of history. Max, Liz, Kate and Al launch the adventure in book one, The Ark, the Reed, and the Fire Cloud, and are joined by their
British mouse friend, Nigel, in book two, The Dreamer, the Schemer, and the Robe. With book three, The Prophet, the Shepherd, & the Star, the team of seven
animals is finally complete, and known forevermore as the Order of the Seven for the remainder of the book series. Working behind the scenes in the lives of
Noah, Joseph, Isaiah, Daniel, those in the Christmas story, Jesus, the Disciples, Paul and the early church, the team will pass through Biblical and world history up
to modern times with Patrick Henry and the Revolutionary War, and C.S. Lewis and World War II.
Learn more about the series at https://www.epicorderoftheseven.net. Several languages are still available to license!
The newest title, THE DECLARATION, THE SWORD & THE SPY, is American based. Covering the events from March 1775 to July 1776, this book tells the incredible
yet lesser known struggles of the war before Independence. The Order of the Seven animal team will help the founding fathers in their quest for liberty, but
another war is coming—a secret war of espionage and intrigue with spies lurking around every corner and on all sides of this war for American Independence. The
Enemy seeks to crush the patriots and their commander on the field, but which will be the most dangerous—the enemy without or the enemy within?

Jenny L. Cote is an award-winning author. Shedeveloped an early passion for God, history and young people, and beautifully blends these passions together in
her two fantasy fiction series, The Amazing Tales of Max and Liz® and Epic Order of the Seven®. Jenny has appeared to over
Publisher: AMG
35,000 students at lower, middle, high school and universities in the US and abroad. A native Virginian, Jenny holds two
marketing degrees from the University of Georgia and Georgia State University and now resides with her family in Roswell,
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DEADLY SECRETS: DEADLY COMMITMENT

FICTION

The Deadly Secrets is a new fiction series with southern charm and big-city twists. Set in the author’s hometown of Nashville,
Tennessee, it is filled not only with intrigue and suspense but subtle glimpses into how God is at work in the lives of ordinary
people doing ordinary jobs . . . or maybe they aren’t so ordinary after all.

The truth is . . . she doesn’t know the truth.
As Danielle Kemp walks out of her downtown Nashville condominium, she gets the eerie feeling someone is watching her. As days go by, she becomes
convinced the homeless man outside her building is stalking her. But after learning the real identity of the intimidating stranger, she faces something
even more threatening—the truth about her fiancé.
Beside a great romantic suspense read, this book will help you look at people differently. Things are not always as they seem.
Kathy Harris is an author by way of a divine detour into the Nashville entertainment business. She graduated with a
Communications degree from Southern Illinois University and has spent the past several decades employed as a
marketing director in the Nashville music industry. She has contributed to a number of anthologies. Her first novel
released in 2012. Her latest, Deadly Commitment, releases in October 2019. Kathy regularly interviews literary and
music guests on her blog at www.divinedetour.com. Visit her website at www.kathyharrisbooks.com and/or follow
her on Facebook (facebook.com/KathyHarrisAuthor), Twitter (@divinedetour), and Instagram
(@kathyharris_author).

Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
HOPE
Page Count:
320

Pub Date:
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Iron Stream Media just expanded it’s fiction line through acquisition of Lighthouse Publishing of
the Carolinas. Read the full press release at http://www.ironstreammedia.com/press-releases.
Details will be available soon on the key fiction titles available for licensing. In the meantime,
explore https://shoplpc.com/.
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7 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS: THE SEASON OF GENEROSITY

GIFT

Inspired by and adapted from her breakout book 7: An Experimental Mutiny Against Excess, this gift book takes Hatmaker's
social experiments in seven key areas—food, clothes, spending, media, possessions, waste, stress—and turns them into
thoughtful and practical generosity that captures the true spirit of Christmas.

This beautiful book covers 7 days during the Christmas season to practice both generosity and restraint in the areas related to the book. It will contain
snippets of Jen’s journey throughout to offer insight, humor, ideas, facts, and encouragement for the reader to consider while embracing this change, if
only for 24 hours.
We’ll see the reasons why each area is important to Jen and also applicable to most families. We’ll also see how that particular area of excess impacts
the family unit, the community, and the world at large—complete with ideas on how to reduce thoughtless consumption and consider other practices
that lead to less stuff but more joy.

Jen Hatmaker, sought-after speaker, Big Sister Emeritus, and Chief BFF, is the beloved author of eleven Bible studies and books, including New York
Times Bestsellers For the Love and Of Mess and Moxie. Jen hosts the award-winning For The Love Podcast and leads a tightly knit online community
where she reaches millions of people each week in addition to speaking at events all around the country. Jen and her hubby, Brandon, are founders of
Legacy Collective, a giving community that grants millions of dollars around the world. The couple lives on the
Publisher: ABINGDON
outskirts of Austin with their 5 kids: Gavin, Sydney, Caleb, Ben, and Remy, in a 1910-era farmhouse that they
overhauled as stars of the HGTV series My Big Family Renovation. To learn more about Jen, check out her schedule
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A PLACE AT THE TABLE: FRESH RECIPES FOR MEANINGFUL
GATHERINGS

GIFT

Bestselling LifeWay Bible study author Kelly Minter is known not only for her passion for God’s Word, but for her ability to
foster community over an inviting, delicious, and nourishing meal. Her own lifelong love for cooking and gardening paired
with her many travels to the Amazon with chef Regina Pinto has resulted in rich spiritual and culinary experiences that will
inspire your cooking and gatherings.
More than an ordinary cookbook, A Place at the Table offers readers a chance to not only approach mealtimes with
accessible recipes from a renowned chef, but also hear heartwarming, personal stories from Kelly herself and enjoy some
spiritual encouragement too.
For Kelly, meals should be more than just ingredients and décor, though these enhance the experience. Food has historically gathered people together,
and in this cookbook, Kelly points readers to just that—opening their tables so others can have a place to experience the love of God and fellowship of his
people.
This cookbook offers a delicious, unfussy selection of both well- known and novel dishes, and it also includes personal favorites from Kelly and Regina.
Featuring fresh, whole, or homegrown components, Kelly prioritizes the value of flavors that can only come with seasonal ingredients. As a bonus, there is
supplemental material throughout, where the reader can hear more from Kelly and Regina about broths, seasonal drinks, canning, décor, growing herbs,
and more.
In these pages, Kelly’s humor and warmth shine through in each story, and the stunning photography inspires all readers to put their hand to the joy of
cooking, offering others not just a meal, but a place to belong.
The co-author, Regina Pinto, is Portuguese and some Brazilian food is featured. Go to https://www.bhpublishinggroup.com/products/a-place-at-thetable/ to watch cooking videos that feature recipes and wisdom from the book!
Kelly Mintor is passionate about teaching the Bible. When she’s not singing, writing, or speaking, you can find her picking homegrown vegetables,
enjoying her six nieces and nephews, or riding a boat along the Amazon river with Justice & Mercy International. A Southern transplant, she delights in
college football, long walks, and a diner mug of coffee with her closest friends.
Regina Pinto is a self-taught chef who learned the basics of cooking from her grandmother and mother in Brazil, Regina has traveled through the US and
UK, merging the flavors of her childhood with each new destination. She is a chocolatier and pastry chef, and the former owner of the Blushing Berry in
Tennessee, where she created truffles and desserts for some of Nashville’s most famous brands, including Arrington
Publisher: BHPG
Vineyards, Belle Meade, and the Hermitage Hotel. She thinks of cooking as a way to express her love for others and
finds the greatest joy in seeing people delight in her dishes, especially her family, as she is the mother of two and
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See the full line at https://www.bhpublishinggroup.com/contributors/incourage/
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Help kids find
answers to
hard questions
about God and
suffering
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THE GREAT ADVENTURE KIDS BIBLE TIMELINE™ CHART and
THE GREAT ADVENTURE KIDS BIBLE TIMELINE™ PUZZLE,
DISCOVERING THE STORY OF SALVATION, PIECE BY PIECE

JUVENILE

Learn the Bible with this hands-on experience!

The Great Adventure Kids Bible Timeline Chart is a color-coded, accordion-style folding chart that details the 12 periods of Bible
history. With its vibrant colors and kid-friendly illustrations, this unique resource shows children the chronology of the Bible in
a way they're sure to remember. This double-sided resource includes important maps, prayers, an explanation of the six
historical covenants between God and man, and a section called "How You Fit into the Story", a summary of the sacraments of
initiation and life in Christ.
The Great Adventure Bible Timeline™ Puzzle teaches children about the Bible and the story of salvation in a fun, memorable way. With its colorful
graphics and priceless information, The Great Adventure Bible Timeline™ Puzzle will add hours of fun to any group, family, or individual’s day . This
puzzle is part of The Great Adventure Bible Timeline™ Learning System which helps kids (and adults!) to read and understand the Catholic Bible, piece
by piece . The complexity of the Bible is made simple by telling the story of salvation history in a colorful, narrative way, and revealing the loving plan
God has for each of us .
Learn more about all the The Great Adventure Bible Timeline™ products at https://ascensionpress.com/collections/great-adventure-kids, including the
The Great Adventure Storybook.
Jeff Cavins is a nationally known public speaker whose engaging style of teaching has helped hundreds of thousands of Catholics grasp a better
understanding of the Catholic faith and the scriptures. Jeff has hosted the live TV program, “My Life on the Rock” on EWTN and daily radio program,
“Morning Air” on Relevant Radio. He has written several books published through Ascension Press and Franciscan Media. Jeff has led pilgrimages to
Bible lands for over thirty years.
Emily Cavins is the author of Lily of the Mohawks: The Story of St. Kateri and My Heart Is a Violin: The Autobiography of Renowned Violinist/Composer
and Holocaust Survivor Shony Alex Braun and co-editor of Amazing Grace for Mothers. She is co-author of The Great Adventure Storybook: A Walk
through the Catholic Bible and the developer of the Great Adventure Kids bible study materials that center around
Publisher: ASCENSION
teaching children the plan of salvation history, based on her husband Jeff’s "The Story of Salvation: A Journey
through the Bible" available through Ascension Press. She holds a degree in Classical and Near Easter Archaeology
Puzzle
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from the University of Minnesota and has participated in several archaeological digs in Israel.
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THE PROMISES OF GOD STORYBOOK BIBLE: THE STORY OF GOD’S
UNSTOPPABLE LOVE

JUVENILE

The Promises of God Storybook Bible lets your child hear their favorite stories with new ears, repeatedly assuring them that
each word was placed there to show them God’s unstoppable love and unbreakable promises.
Ask us for a PDF to see the beautiful artwork, or go to https://www.bhpublishinggroup.com/the-promises-of-god-storybookbible/ to view interior pages.

God’s love is unstoppable. And that’s a promise.
In this unique Bible storybook, young readers will not only find conversational retellings of fifty key Bible stories, but they will also uncover the thread
of God’s promises throughout Scripture. Starting with God’s first promise in the garden and coming full circle with His promise of the new heavens and
earth, each story focuses on the heart component, and then uses follow-up questions and tools to connect young readers to the message.
Noah’s ark. Joseph’s dreams. Jesus’s miracles. The Bible is rich with stories for our children to hear and enjoy, but when those stories uncover the
thread of God’s promises, our children learn much more than individual Bible stories. They discover how God has demonstrated His love for us, from
the first promise in the garden to the promise of the new heavens and earth.
A conversational, whimsical, biblically faithful retelling of more than fifty key Bible stories, that lets your child hear favorite stories with new ears,
repeatedly assuring them that each word is proof of God’s unstoppable love and unbreakable promises to His people.
Jennifer Lyell has taught hundreds of children the Bible over the course of many years and finds her joy in those end-of-the-year Sunday school classes
when the children teach it back to her. Granted, teaching kiddos might be her passion, but it’s not her day job. For that she serves as Director of Book
Publishing and Merchandising at LifeWay Christian Resources. The hundreds of titles that the books business team has acquired, developed, or
managed under Jennifer’s leadership include more than a dozen New York Times bestsellers, as well as multiple Christianity Today Book of the Year
winners. Jennifer is an often off-the-path hiker who is happiest when adventuring (just like a child!).
Thanos Tsilis - Thanos Tsilis was born in Athens, Greece where he was also raised. He studied and graduated as a graphic artist initially but his passion
for drawing things led him into classes again for 3 more years, this time studying illustration and 2d animation. In the
Publisher: BHPG
past he has done realistic illustrations, cartoon illustrations, he has worked as a 2d animator, as a game artist,
advertising artist, and of course as a children’s book illustrator which he likes the most.
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WHERE IS WISDOM?
A TREASURE HUNT THROUGH GOD’S WONDROUS WORLD,
INSPIRED BY JOB 28

JUVENILE

Where can we find wisdom? Down in the deep caverns? At the bottom of the ocean floor? This visual tour through the poetry
of Job 28 parallels Scripture and leads readers on a treasure hunt through the wonders of God’s creation.

Among all the dazzling treasures this world has to offer, we learn of an even greater treasure—wisdom—and of the mighty God who alone can lead us
to it.
Beautifully illustrated, Where Is Wisdom? is a unique celebration of the words and imagery of Job, one that guides young readers high and low to
marvel ultimately at the true end of wisdom, Jesus Christ. It explores Job's wisdom and positive elements instead of the depressing parts of the story.
This is a sophisticated children's fiction book. This is a large format book with a more modern art style.

Scott James is an author of books for children and families, including The Expected One (B&H, 2014), the family worship book Mission Accomplished
(2015), and illustrated children’s book The Littlest Watchman (2017). Endorsers for these books include Russell Moore, David Platt, Trevin Wax, Jim
Daly, and Collin Hansen. Scott is a monthly columnist for ParentLife Magazine and also contributes to online outlets such as The Gospel Coalition, Story
Warren, Radical, ERLC, and LifeWay. A speaker at ERLC events, Scott serves the ERLC as a Research Fellow. He partners with Focus on the Family as a
member of their Physician Resource Council and also serves as a Fellow for the Center for Baptist Renewal. He and his wife, Jaime, have been married
for sixteen years and have four children. They are members of The Church at Brook Hills in Birmingham, Alabama,
where Scott serves as an elder, kids ministry worker, and small group leader. Scott is a medical doctor in the field of Publisher: BHPG
pediatric infectious diseases.
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ONE BIG STORY: EPIC DEVOTIONS: 52 WEEKS IN THE STORY THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD

Pub Date:
03/20

JUVENILE

Epic Devotions: 52 Weeks in the Story that Changed the World is a graphic-novel
inspired weekly devotional based on Epic: The Story that Changed the World.

Each insightful devotion circles back to the one big story of Jesus and makes biblical events more relevant for today’s youth. This version is for ages
three to seven.
The book features familiar yet reimagined art from the One Big Story brand that is perfect for engaging older kids and preteen readers.

Aaron Armstrong is an author, blogger, and Brand Manager for The Gospel Project, based outside of Nashville, Tennessee. He has written several
books, including Epic: The Story that Changed the World as well as the screenplays for the documentaries Through The Eyes of Spurgeon and Luther:
The Life and Legacy of the German Reformer. He writes daily at BloggingTheologically.com, and his writing has appeared on numerous websites
including The Gospel Coalition, For the Church, Crosswalk.com, and ChurchLeaders.com.
Heath McPherson runs a small studio that creates whimsical illustrations and animation for folks across the country. His work includes Timmy and
Tammy’s Train of Thought by Oliver Chin as well a number of animated commercials.
Publisher: BHPG
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THE ULTIMATE BIBLE CHARACTER GUIDE

JUVENILE

The Bible is filled with incredible and interesting characters—from Jesus to Eglon, Gabriel to Legion. This unique encyclopedia
brings 150 of them to life with comic-book style illustrations and hundreds of facts for kids to explore.

Young readers will be captivated to read about both well-known characters of the Bible and some they’re yet to discover. They’ll learn what characters’
names meant, what strengths God gave them, who they considered enemies, and what battles they fought. Which one was possessed by demons?
Who wrestled an angel? Who never died? It’s all here, the good and the evil, the famous and the infamous.
In true encyclopedia form, characters will be arranged alphabetically and indexed so that favorites can be found easily. Contemporaries will be marked
as such, and a timeline will help kids understand and place each story. Spreads will include full-length illustrations of each character, list of facts,
descriptions, and background info.

Gina Detwiller is the coauthor with New York Times bestselling author Priscilla Shirer on The Prince Warriors series for middle-grade readers. Gina
worked for the U.S. Army in Germany, where she acquired an interest in military history and heroes, but early in her career she switched from writing
about earthly battles to writing about spiritual battles. Her YA fantasy novels include Forlorn and its upcoming sequel, Forsaken. Gina lives in Buffalo,
New York, with her husband, Steve, and three beautiful daughters.
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SCARLETT’S SPECTACLES: A CHEERFUL CHOICE FOR A HAPPY HEART

Pub Date:
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JUVENILE

This colorful and spunky board book is a great resource for tackling grumbly attitudes and encouraging more grateful
hearts among children. And like Scarlett, they may just chuck those grumbly glasses away for good!
A board book for children ages 4 to 8.

In a world where every person faces a daily choice between two pairs of glasses, young Scarlett grumbles through day after day, seeing only the dreary
aspects of the circumstances around her through her “grumbly glasses.”
Her loving mother, tired of Scarlett making a spectacle of herself with her grumbly attitude, encourages Scarlett to give her “glad glasses” a try, even
though the change may be difficult at first. Scarlett soon realizes that making the choice to see with gratitude not only makes God happy, it fills her
own heart with joy as well.
Which pair will you wear?

Janet Surette is mother to Taylor the Strong, Avery the Good, and Scarlett the Loud. Janet combines the skills of being a Christian speaker, author, and
blogger with the wisdom of motherhood to produce winsome messages that engage parents and children alike through rhyme, compelling imagery,
and a bit of spunk that crafts timeless messages into memorable resources that instruct and delight. Janet divided her formative years between the
United States and Canada, and though she loves living in Barrie, Ontario, she is comfortable on both sides of the border. You can learn more about
Janet at janetsurette.com.
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ONE BIG STORY: SEEK-AND-CIRCLE BIBLE JOURNEYS:
SEEK, CIRCLE, AND LEARN!

JUVENILE

Seek, circle and learn about Paul's missionary journeys!

Maybe you’ve heard about the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt and of Jonah’s trip to Nineveh, but what about Paul’s missionary journeys? Inside this
book you’ll see six of the major journeys from the Bible filled with fun items to find.
Each journey has something to tell us about God’s plan for His people through His Son, Jesus Christ, who is our only way to eternal life with God.
Journeys include:
•
Jacob's Journey to Bethel (Genesis 28:10–22)
•
The Exodus (Exodus 13:17–14:31)
•
Jonah's Journey to Nineveh (Jonah)
•
Jesus' Journey Through Samaria (John 4:1–42)
•
The Triumphal Entry (Matthew 21:1–11; Mark 11:1–11; Luke 19:28–44; John 12:12–19)
•
Paul's Second Journey to the Nations (Acts 16:11–40)
For an added challenge, look for the source of light as you explore each journey.
Use a wipe-on, wipe-off marker to seek and circle over and over again!
This B&H Kids book includes a Parent Connection, an easy tool to help moms and dads (or anyone else who loves
kids) discuss the book's message with their child. We're all about connecting parents and kids to each other and to
God's Word.

LITTLE WORDS MATTER™ : WHICH SHAPE SHOULD I BE?

Publisher: BHPG
Page Count:
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JUVENILE

God knows the perfect shape for everything to be!

A circle, a square—each shape everywhere . . . Can you choose which shape each picture should be? In this delightful concept board book, toddlers will
giggle at the silliness of a square egg or a round star, all while learning to recognize nine shapes. And they’ll learn that God made each of us the perfect
shape too!
In the Little Words Matter™ board books, it only takes a few words to tell a big story. Crafted especially for toddlers, these books make biblical truths
easily understandable and enjoyable for little ones and their parents too.
View the full series at https://www.bhpublishinggroup.com/?s=little+words+matter.

Holli Conger is an illustrator of quirky people, animals, things, and products. A Nashville native, she currently lives in Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
where her husband, daughter, and son give her plenty of inspiration.

Publisher: BHPG
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SLUGS & BUGS: THE SOCIETY OF EXTRAORDINARY RACCOON SOCIETY
ON BOASTING

JUVENILE

Slugs & Bugs wants families to sing together, laugh together, read together, and think deeply together about the meaning of
life and the nature of God. We believe those shared experiences will translate into stronger relationships in the family and a
deeper understanding of their relationship with Jesus.

Welcome to a tour of the Society of Extraordinary Raccoon Society’s (SOERS) secretive society, where sneaky, lock-picking raccoons have learned to
change their ways. Now they happily give their things to others, singing and feasting along the way, as they follow the wisdom of 2 Corinthians 9:6–7
on how to be a cheerful giver.
Young Maggie and Morty are the newest recruits to the SOERS, and they’ve given up their previous thieving ways. But when Maggie starts boasting
that her newfound generosity is better than Morty’s, the young raccoons must learn a lesson about bragging from Matthew 6:2–3 and learn to give
quietly instead.
Endorsement of Slugs & Bugs music:
“Randall Goodgame, one of the best lyricists out there, has done something astonishing—he’s made a catchy, heartfelt, beautiful record that feels
entirely original, and yet he’s using ancient words composed by the best writer there ever was. I can’t think of another collection of songs this joyful that
has also made me cry in the car. Just like Narnia, “Sing the Bible” is at least as much for the grownups as it is for the kids.”
–Andrew Peterson

Randall Goodgame is a singer/songwriter and the creative force behind the family music brand Slugs & Bugs. He has recorded eight solo albums and
contributed to numerous others. He has written songs for VeggieTales, Caedmon’s Call, Andrew Peterson, Jason
Gray, Jill Phillips, and Eric Peters. Randall and his family call Nashville home, but he also began touring in 2010 to
Publisher: BHPG
bring Slugs & Bugs to families nationwide.
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RIVERS OVERSEAS

Pub Date:
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JUVENILE

Colorful illustrations make this a must-read for young children who are just forming their understanding of love in action and
different cultures.

✓

5 Stars on GoodReads.com!

✓

HGTV star and New York Times Bestselling Author Chip Gaines has this to say,
“If you take one thing away from this story, it should be that big things happen
when we step outside of our comfort zones. I'm pulling for Sarah and her family,
and after you read this book, you will be too!"

Take an incredible journey with the loveable and adorable puppy Rivers as he travels overseas with his adoptive dad. Rivers, through his own journey,
experiences the world through God's eyes and finds joy in God's faithfulness as he experiences new people, places, and things.
A delightful story of adventure and learning, based on a real-life story.

Sarah Nunnally and her husband felt led to sell everything they owned and move across the world. With luggage in hand, and a happy goldendoodle
trotting behind, they jumped cultures and continents to a new home in southern Asia. Despite all they sacrificed, the journey proved to be full of
purpose. Sarah still resides in Asia with her husband and their dog Rivers.
Publisher: IRON STREAM/NEW
HOPE
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GOOD NEWS FOR LITTLE HEARTS:
TORI COMES OUT OF HER SHELL: WHEN YOU ARE LONELY

JUVENILE

A series of hardback, illustrated children’s books for three-to eight-year-olds—each centered on an animal family—
bring gospel help and biblical counsel to families. The animal characters, colorful illustrations, and the real-life issues
each animal family face will captivate children. The first three books address anxiety, anger, and failure, bringing
biblical help and hope to issues every child faces.
This series is published in partnership with CCEF (Christian Counseling and Education Foundation). Learn more at
https://newgrowthpress.com/good-news-for-little-hearts/
Tori the turtle feels all alone. She has just moved to a new pond and a new school with her family and it seems like everyone has a friend except her.
Her teacher notices she feels alone and helps her remember Jesus is always her friend and then along the way she makes some new friends. The last
page contains information for parents on how God, in his Word, helps us turn to Jesus when we are lonely.
Together children and parents will be guided into meaningful conversations about living by faith in the details of everyday life. Also included is a tearout page of “Back Pocket Bible Verses” that will give children a practical way to remember God’s words when they feel all alone.

Jayne V. Clark, MAR, is the Chief of Staff at the Christian Counseling & Educational Foundation (CCEF). She is also a counselor with over eighteen years
of experience, a frequent retreat and conference speaker, and the author of the minibooks Single and Lonely: Finding the Intimacy You Desire and
Healing Broken Relationships: What to Do When You’ve Been Hurt and many counseling articles.
Joe Hox, the illustrator, was raised on a farm in southern Iowa where he doodled whenever he wasn’t spading thistles or feeding pigs. Everyone knew
by his crooked hay rows that he would choose art over farming. Joe earned his BA in Art and Education from Dordt College, and his MA from the
University of Nebraska. Today he lives with his wife and four children in Pella, Iowa, where he illustrates and teaches art. Joe has illustrated all of the
Good News for Little Hearts Series.
Publisher: NEW GROWTH
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WHY DO WE SAY GOOD NIGHT?

Pub Date:
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JUVENILE

Going to bed and turning out the light can be a hard time for many children. Award-winning author Champ Thornton
wrote this beautifully designed and illustrated book to help parents comfort their children with three truths about
God.

As a mother and her little daughter talk, they remember together that God made the night, he sees in the dark, and he watches over them just like a
shepherd protects his sheep. Children and parents will want to start a new nighttime tradition of reading together about why we can say that the night
is good.
In this important, engaging children’s book, parents can bring comfort and encouragement to their children, reminding them Jesus is near.
Delightfully illustrated by an artist from the Dominican Republic.

Champ Thornton is associate pastor at Ogletown Baptist Church in Newark, Delaware. He has pastored in South Carolina and served as director of
SOMA, a ministry training school in Columbus, Ohio. He is the author of several books, including The Radical Book for Kids, and Pass It On: A Proverbs
Journal for the Next Generation. Champ and his wife, Robben, have been married since 1996 and have three children. Visit www.champthornton.org
for more about Champ.
Rommel Ruiz Born and raised in the Dominican Republic, Rommel moved to sunny Southern California to pursue his passion for creative expression
and storytelling. An accomplished designer and illustrator, he incorporates influences from theater, film, animation, and mid-century design. His work
includes animated visuals for Cartoon Network and the award-winning Luther documentary, as well as illustrations
for books including Golly’s Folly, The Gospel in Color, and more. He is also the Co-Founder and Art Director of Patrol Publisher: NEW GROWTH
(wearepatrol.com). He and his wife Anny live with their two joyful girls in Los Angeles.
Page Count:
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THINKING GOD'S WAY

JUVENILE

Friends. Siblings. Social media. Everybody seems to have an opinion about how you should think! But what does God say?
Discover true joy and peace as you focus your thoughts on God’s promises! This devotional for girls ages 8-12 will help girls
learn to fix their thoughts on what the Bible says is important—what is true, honorable, right, pure, lovely, admirable,
excellent, and worthy of praise—among other things!

This devotional for girls ages 8-12 will help girls learn to fix their thoughts on what the Bible says is important--what is true, honorable, right, pure,
lovely, admirable, excellent, and worthy of praise--among other things!
Packed with 13 weeks of devotions, relatable stories, Scriptures, and over 40 fun activities & crafts, the True Heart Girls Devotional: Thinking God's
Way helps tween girls ages 8-12 apply wisdom from Philippians 4:4-9 to their daily lives.
5 Key Features of True Heart Girls Devotional: Thinking God's Way from RoseKidz®
1. Encouraging Devotions. Through a relatable story, Bible connection, and interactive pages, girls will discover God's truths that will make a difference
in their lives and help them deal with the sometimes overwhelming emotions and peer pressure that come with growing up.
2. Helps Girls Connect with God. From God's faithfulness and strength to His promises to guide and save us, each story and activity is a touchpoint that
leads tween girls back to God's Word, character, and principles.
3. Key Bible values and lessons are hidden throughout the devotional for girls to discover!
4. Fun and Interactive. Tween girls will enjoy stories about girls their age, as well as activities such as games, quizzes, recipes, and crafts.
Relevant and Relatable. Tween girls identify with the five main characters as they learn and grow through life's experiences.
5. Bible-Based. The suggested Bible reading will point readers to God's Word and help them dig deeper into each promise.
This is the second in a series of devotionals for girls ages 8-12. Girls are going to love all the books in the True Heart
Girls Devotional series!

Publisher: ROSE/ROSE/ROSEKIDZ
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Sherry Kyle is a graduate of Biola University with a degree in Communications, and a minor in Bible. Her first book
224
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for tween girls titled The Christian Girl's Guide to Style is a winner of a Gold Mom's Choice Award. The Heart Stone,
her second contemporary novel, was nominated for a Lime Award. Sherry was awarded the Cascade Award for Published Young Adult/Middle Grade
Fiction for her book, Love, Lexi: Letters to God. Sherry and her husband have four children, three biological and one by adoption. When she's not
writing, she enjoys reading, watching movies, taking long walks with her husband, and decorating her beach home. She lives on the California coast.

GOD AND ME!: GROWING IN GOD (6-9)

JUVENILE

From friends and popularity to Bible study and trusting God, this 52-week devotional packed with over 200 hands-on activities
and games covers relevant topics for girls ages six to nine and introduces them to God's precious promises for their lives.

This book is packed with Bible stories and over 200 games, quizzes, recipes, crafts, stories about girls like them, and more! The colorful illustrations and
activities will encourage girls to rely on God and his great love for them. It's never been easier to help girls build a solid foundation of faith for a lifetime!
This devotional covers 52-weeks of material and it's all you need for an entire year! Each week includes:
• A Bible story
• Relatable stories to help girls apply the lesson
• Reflection and life application questions
• Hands-on activities (crafts, recipes, quizzes, puzzles, games, etc.)
• Memory verse and prayers
About the Series: In the classic God and Me! series, you will find more devotions and activities in the same trusted, Bible-teaching format you've come to
rely on. Each book includes devotionals based on the topics that matter most to you and your family. Available for ages 2 5, ages 6 9, and ages 10 12.
Lynn Klammer is a bestselling, internationally published author of books and articles. Her award-winning literary work Publisher: ROSE/ROSE/ROSEKIDZ
has appeared in a variety of magazines, and she is the author of nine books. She has written in the areas of education,
Page Count:
Pub Date:
psychology, health, parenting, marketing, and more.
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GOTTA HAVE GOD: MY PLACE IN GOD'S WORLD (6-9)

JUVENILE

The world is big, and so are the plans God has for your life! God made you for a very special reason. What is it? Find out in this
exciting 52-week boys devotional packed with over 200 activities! From friends and bullying to trusting God and obedience, this
boys' devotional covers relevant topics that boys ages six to nine may deal with at school and at home.

Packed with over 200 hands-on activities such as Bible stories, games, quizzes, science, puzzles, stories about boys like them, and more, this devotional
has colorful illustrations to encourage boys to rely on God and his great love for them.
Each week includes:

•
•
•
•
•

A Bible story
Relatable stories to help boys apply the lesson
Reflection and life application questions
Hands-on activities (crafts, recipes, quizzes, puzzles, games, etc.)
Memory verse and prayers

About the Series: In the classic Gotta Have God series, you will find more devotions and activities in the same trusted, Bible-teaching format you've
come to rely on. Each book includes devotionals based on the topics that matter most to you and your family. Available for ages 2 5, ages 6 9, and ages
10 12.

Lynn Klammer is a bestselling, internationally published author of books and articles. Her award-winning literary
work has appeared in a variety of magazines, and she is the author of nine books. She has written in the areas of
education, psychology, health, parenting, marketing, and more.

BORN TO ROAR

Publisher: ROSE/ROSE/ROSEKIDZ
Page Count:
384

Pub Date:
02/20

JUVENILE

God wants you to be like a lion—courageous, strong, and fearless! In this book, you will find 90 daily devotionals to help you
learn about how God made you unique, how to be prepared—not scared, and how to follow God every day. You were created
by God for a purpose!

The roar of a lion is its way to talk to other lions. Sometimes they roar to warn or alert other lions. It is their way of letting the world know they have
something to say. We also have a voice to speak the things God tells us. We have a roar in what we do and say.
✓ Chew on This—Learn a Bible Verse
The lions’ teeth are like swords they use to fight their enemies. Like their teeth shred the meat they eat, God wants us to tear into His Word daily
and devour it. Ephesians 6:17 tells us that the Word of God is like a sword we can use in fighting any battles going on around us.
✓ Under the Tree—Read a Devotional Story
Lions live in families, and they rest and sleep under a tree. The big canopy of the tree is like a den for them. We, too, need to sit in the shade of
God each day, read His Word, and learn from Him.
✓ Pondering Paws—Write or Draw in Journaling Time
A lion’s paws are equipped with soft pads to make its movements quiet. God wants us to learn how to be still and think about Him. We need to
know how to quiet our hearts to listen to His voice as we read His Word.
✓ My Roar—Do an Activity and Watch Your Faith Grow!
Diane Cory carries a message that imparts a lifestyle of encouragement that comes through intimacy with God. She is a prophetic voice in her city and
an itinerate teacher at Kingdom College of America. Recently, she founded the “Mid-West Prophetic Network,” a ministry inviting the heartland to hear
and release the voice of God. She has also launched a new ministry under MPN called “Naioth House”—a place for
Publisher: WARNER PRESS
emerging and New Covenant prophets to fellowship and receive counsel and coaching. Diane has a bachelor’s
degree in elementary education and a master’s and endorsement in early childhood education.
Page Count:
Pub Date:
Previous best-selling titles include God and Me Devotional, Vol. 1 & 2 and Gotta Have God, Vol. 1 & 2.
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JUVENILE

ABC SPIRIT is proud to announce a co-edition of The Fruit of the Spirit
4 Kids. This line includes a children’s book, a certificate workbook w/
stickers, a coloring and activity book, a matching collection of plush
stuffed animals and jewelry.
These products were created to a fun and creative way to practice the
Fruit of the Spirit, as described in Galatians 5:22-23. These books were
designed to encourage and practice what really matter in life Character
and Values!
We believe we have created So come get to know the Spirit Dove and
his Friends as they help on life’s journey…Love the Apple Bear, Joy the
Pineapple Hippo, Peace the Pitaya Lion, Patience the Orange
Duck, Kindness the Watermelon Pig, Goodness the Grape
Moose, Faithfulness the Mango Giraffe, Gentleness the Strawberry
Elephant and Self-Control the Coconut Bull.
Contact Riggins Rights Management for details on this co-edition
opportunity.
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THE FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF HAPPINESS

PERSONAL GROWTH

Everyone wants to be happy. And, not only do we desire true and lasting happiness for ourselves, we want our family and
friends to be happy too.
The Fundamental Theory of Happiness, a NEW engaging book from popular speaker and author Dominick Albano, invites
Catholics or anyone still searching for fulfillment to put his theories into practice and begin living—and helping others to live—
happier lives right now.

Happiness is not a science. It is an art. There are rules and guidelines that—once we learn them and live them—lead to a true and lasting happiness.
By examining the fundamentally happy of our modern age, the lessons learned throughout history, the best research from the most prestigious
institutions, and personal life experience, this book gives the reader insight into their own journey with happiness This insight is combined with
practical and actionable steps to begin living a happier life, right now.
The Fundamental Theory of Happiness will lead you to these basic truths, and give you a pathway to continue to live according to that true identity and
purpose in your everyday life.
It is immensely practical, too...Easy reading, and the short chapters with practical nuggets of wisdom in every chapter keep the reader interested and
engaged. It Provides rules and guidelines that are applicable no matter where you are in your life, background or faith.

Dominick Albano is a nationally sought-after speaker, having spoken at countless men’s conferences, parish missions, youth conferences, high schools,
and parish events. His podcast, The Best Catholic Podcast, features interviews with some of the spiritual greats of our time. He lives in Northern
Kentucky with his wife and their four young sons.
Publisher: ASCENSION
Page Count:
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ADORNING THE DARK: THOUGHTS ON COMMUNITY, CALLING, AND THE
MYSTERY OF MAKING

Pub Date:
11/19

PERSONAL GROWTH

Making something beautiful in a broken world can be harrowing work, and it can’t be done alone.
This book is both a memoir of Andrew’s journey and a handbook for artists, written in the hope that his story will provide
encouragement to others stumbling along in pursuit of a calling to adorn the dark with the light of Christ.

Over the last twenty years, Andrew Peterson has performed thousands of concerts, published four novels, released ten albums, taught college and
seminary classes on writing, founded a nonprofit ministry for Christians in the arts, and executive-produced a film—all in a belief that God calls us to
proclaim the gospel and the coming kingdom using whatever gifts are at our disposal. He’s stumbled along the way, made mistake after mistake, and
yet has continually encountered the grace of God through an encouraging family, a Christ-centered community of artists in the church, and the power
of truth, beauty, and goodness in Scripture and the arts.
In Adorning the Dark, Andrew describes six principles for the writing life: serving the work, serving the audience, selectivity, discernment, discipline,
and community. Through stories from his own journey, Andrew shows how these principles are not merely helpful for writers and artists, but for
anyone interested in imitating way the Creator interacts with his creation.

Andrew Peterson is an award-winning singer- songwriter and author. The second book in his Wingfeather Saga, North! Or Be Eaten
(2009) won the Christy Award for Young Adult Fiction, and the fourth, The Warden and the Wolf King (2014) won World Magazine’s Children’s Book of
the Year in 2015. In 2008, driven by a desire to cultivate a strong Christian arts community, Andrew founded a ministry called The Rabbit
Room, which led to a yearly conference, countless concerts and symposiums, and Rabbit Room Press, which has published thirty books to date. He’s
been married for 24 years to his wife Jamie, with whom they have three children. In his spare time Andrew keeps bees, builds dry stack stone walls,
gardens, draws, and sleeps.
Publisher: BHPG
Page Count:
224
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THE COMPLICATED HEART: LOVING EVEN WHEN IT HURTS

PERSONAL GROWTH

How do you forgive someone who wounded you so deeply, who carelessly brushed aside your pain, who caused such
destruction? How do you forgive them when your wounds are still open, they show no remorse, and you’re so tangled up with
them you’re not sure how to get untangled?
These are the questions Sarah Mae has wrestled with since she was fourteen years old—the year she moved in with her
mother. People always ask Sarah how she forgave her alcoholic mother. How do any of us forgive?
The Complicated Heart takes readers on a journey where they will experience Sarah’s story with her. Readers will be able to peek behind the curtain
into the heart of her mom as well, through journal entries and letters. The story of Sarah and her mom is the story of how light finds a way in, even in
the deepest darkness. It is a story that shows victory, hope, and redemption in the midst of trauma and pain.
Specifically, The Complicated Heart will help you:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Learn how to forgive when your wound is still open
Heal even when circumstances don’t change
Get out of the cycle of dysfunction that you seem trapped in
Love when it feels impossible
Persevere in hope even when you think it’s a waste of time
Support a friend who is dealing with a broken or painful relationship

Sarah Mae is the coauthor of the bestselling book, Desperate: Hope for the Mom Who Needs to Breathe, the founder of several events including the
first national Christian women’s blogging conference, Allume (retired in 2015), and A Night to Breathe, an event for
Publisher: BHPG
exhausted but vision-focused moms of little ones. She has been featured on Focus on the Family radio, Life Today
with James Robison, and in Life: Beautiful Magazine as one of fifty most inspiring Christian women of 2016. Sarah
Page Count:
Pub Date:
makes her home in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, with her woodworker husband and three spunky kiddos. Learn
224
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more and be encouraged in the tough stuff of life at sarahmae.com.

WORKING IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD: SPIRITUAL PRACTICES FOR
EVERYDAY WORK

PERSONAL GROWTH

How do we invite God into our everyday lives? Working in the Presence of God discusses the incorporation of spiritual
disciplines into the ordinary rhythms of everyday experience.
God is already present and active, so by becoming aware of workday rhythms and focusing on where various spiritual practices
might be implemented in our jobs, we can be transformed into Christ’s likeness through our work.

We often think of spiritual practices as preparation for our regular lives; in comfortable spaces and ideal settings, we set aside time to hear from God.
But what if we can engage in these practices in the midst of our regular lives, and particularly at work? This transformation takes place when we
surrender our working lives to God, begin to hear his voice, accept his pleasure, and allow his guidance at work.
The spiritual practices outlined in the book include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Liturgy of Commute
Workplace as Holy Ground
Surrendering the Calendar
Reading Scripture in Your Workspace
Affirmation of Calling
Gratitude for God’s Blessing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Celebrating Success at Work
Confession at Work
Lamenting Work
Solitude: Working in God’s Presence
Prayer of Examen for Work
Sabbath: Ceasing from Work

Denise Daniels is a professor of management at Seattle Pacific University. She earned her BA in psychology and economics at Wheaton College and her
PhD in organizational behavior at the University of Washington. Denise regularly consults and provides executive coaching services and leadership
development training. She is an active participant in the faith at work movement, speaking about meaningful work, Sabbath, leadership, gender, and
motivation, and she also conducts an empirical study of the faith and work intersection of thirteen thousand people in the United States. Denise and
her husband, Craig, have four adolescent and young adult children. They attend Bethany Presbyterian Church in Seattle.
Shannon Vandewaker is passionate about helping people find God in their everyday lives. This passion was fueled during her years of study as she
earned her BA in biblical studies from Azusa Pacific University and a master of divinity from Bethel Seminary. She
worked in Fuller Seminary’s Cascade Fellows program, designing theological studies and practical exercises to help
Publisher: HENDRICKSON
disciples explore the integration of their ordinary working life with their discipleship. Shannon writes on the theology
Page Count:
Pub Date:
of an ordinary life on her blog www.shannonvandewarker.com. She lives in San Diego, California, with her two
224
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young sons and husband, Dan, who is a pastor.
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THE SERVICEMASTER STORY: NAVIGATING TENSION BETWEEN PEOPLE
AND PROFIT

PERSONAL GROWTH

The ServiceMaster Story, written by faith and business expert Albert M. Erisman, examines how the first five leaders of
ServiceMaster (a cleaning and restoration service company) managed to develop and give deeper purpose to their employees,
while also growing into a financially successful organization.
An inspirational story that studies the balance between honoring God, serving people, and growing financially, for those
interested in the dynamics of work and faith in the workplace.

From 1929 to 2001, ServiceMaster grew from a few people making their living in Chicago to a publicly traded company with revenues of $6 billion, in
forty countries with five different leaders. Each leader built on the work of the previous leader, focusing on helping workers to develop as people.
Their number one goal was to honor God in all they did. ServiceMaster was considered by employees at all levels as a great place to work and was
selected by Fortune magazine as the most admired service company in the world, both in the 1980s and 1990s.
How did ServiceMaster manage to develop and give deeper purpose to employees doing menial jobs like cleaning floors and toilets and at the same
time grow financially? This book explores the way the five early leaders collaborated, complemented each other, and adapted to changing economic
and cultural environments, while creating value for workers, shareholders, and customers alike.
This work also includes photos and charts.
Albert (AI) Erisman, PhD, joined the Theology of Work Project in 2006 and is currently co-chair of the board. Previously he was a research
mathematician at The Boeing Company. In his last decade there he led an R&D group doing appliec research in
technolotgy and mathmatics before retiging in 2001. He taught business and technology at Seattle Pacific University Publisher: HENDRICKSON
from 2001-2017.He cofounded Ethix Magazine in 1998, exploring the intersection of business, technology, and
Page Count:
Pub Date:
ethics. He is the author of The Accidental Executive, Lessons on Business, Faith and Calling form the Life of Joseph
246
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and coauthor of Direct Methods for Sparce Matrices. He is co-editor of The Purpose of Business.

FIVE KEYS TO HEALTH AND HEALING, HOPE FOR BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT

PERSONAL GROWTH

In 2016, Rose/Aspire released four small-books by noted Christian Psychologist Dr. Gregory Jantz. The series now continues
with the focus on health and healing.
Is there an area of your life you want healing in? Do you find yourself struggling to stay positive? Everyone struggles with a
challenge that can lead to hopelessness. Chances are there is an obstacle in your life you desperately want to overcome and
you are tired of it weighing you down and holding you back. But how can you move forward? How can you heal?

Instead of solely addressing the healing of emotions or spiritual life, Dr. Gregory Jantz's proven and effective method encourages the focus on healing the whole
person with 5 keys:
1. Harness Your Thoughts
2. Heal Your Emotions
3. Nurture Your Relationships
4. Nourish Your Body
5. Deepen Your Spirit
His biblically based advice will give you courage and tenacity as you take the first steps on the path toward wholeness and wellbeing, sustained and strengthened
by a foundation of hope.
Dr. Gregory Jantz knows hopefulness is not wishful thinking, unfounded optimism, or pie-in-the-sky idealism. It is a choice we make to believe in our own capacity
to overcome any challenge and, more so, to believe in a loving God who watches over us and always wants the best for us. Discover:
✓ 7 stress-management strategies to practice
✓ 8 ways to experience inner peace
✓ 10 traits of healthy relationships
✓ 6 ways to strengthen your relationships
✓ 9 strategies for eating to enrich your body and lift your mood
✓ 6 steps toward a better lifestyle
✓ And much more!
Publisher: ROSE/ASPIRE
Dr. Gregory L. Jantz is a best-selling author of 39 books. He is a go-to media source expert for a range of behavioral-based
afflictions, as well as drug and alcohol addictions. Dr. Jantz has appeared on CNN, FOX, ABC, CBS, and has been interviewed
Page Count:
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for the New York Post, Associated Press, Family Circle, and Women’s Day. He is also a regular contributor to The Huffington
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Post and Psychology Today blogs. Pioneering whole-person care nearly 30 years ago, Dr. Jantz has dedicated his life’s work to
creating possibilities for others, and helping people change their lives for good. https://www.drgregoryjantz.com/
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BE LOVED

YOUTH & YOUNG ADULT

Emma Mae Jenkins, a young writer, has inspired many with the freedom she has to be herself—a dearly loved child of God. In
her first book, BE LOVED, she invites readers to join her on a journey of life-changing faith and the freedom that comes from
knowing the love of God.

Foreword by Sadie Robertson
The author chronicles her own high school journey through starting a new school, navigating the typical pressures of school work and sports, going to
prom, and even homecoming. Emma Mae faced each new challenge with the confidence that God was with her and was going to make her uniquely
useful in the place he had prepared for her.
For Emma Mae, it all starts with her relationship with Jesus. Because she knows she is loved by him, she is free to be herself and to live out her faith no
matter what the cost. As a young, passionate, and intimate lover of Jesus, Emma Mae’s love for her Savior overflows unashamedly into her
unconditional, fierce love for people.
Readers will experience the chain-breaking liberty of knowing the Lord’s presence and the freedom to be unique. This full-color, hardback book
includes pictures from Emma Mae’s life, along with key Bible verses that God used to strengthen and guide her through the ups and downs of her high
school years. Readers will learn to face the challenges of their student years with faith, courage, hope, and life- giving love for others.

Emma Mae Jenkins is a social media influencer, writer, speaker, and YouTuber with the sole purpose of leading
others into a relationship with Jesus, sharing this chain-breaking freedom, and being a vessel of God’s Word. Emma
Mae chronicled her journey through high school on social media and has inspired thousands of young people to live
their faith freely and with courage. You can find her on Instagram at 1corinthians13_love.
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More at https://newgrowthpress.com/teens-young-adult/
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